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ABSTRACT
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Problem
In every church I have pastored, there have been individuals who attend the
church but are not members. Some come to community-focused events the church holds
throughout the year, while others come to the weekly worship service. There are also
some who come whenever the doors of the church are opened. This group of people
includes both Christians from other denominations, as well as non-Christians. The
Middletown Valley Seventh-day Adventist Church had an unusually large ratio of nonmember to member attendance.

Method
A six-month evangelistic strategy was developed for the Middletown Valley
Seventh-day Adventist Church. The strategy began with a four-week training seminar
that taught members how to get decisions for membership. This training included
sermons and afternoon training sessions. Following the training seminar, members
implemented their training in the church for the next five months. Their goal was to bring
individuals into community with the church, then invite them to become members.
Success of the program was judged on non-members becoming members.
Results
When I began this project, there were seven non-member adults attending the
Middletown Valley Seventh-day Adventist Church. During the implementation and
evaluation, none joined the church through membership. In the subsequent years three of
those individuals have become members of the church.
Conclusions
The first conclusion is that six months is not long enough to be effective in
evaluating the effectiveness of this program. While the method for determining success
of this project showed that it did not meet expectations, there were long-term results that
give validity to the training. Members were successful in asking for decisions and all
seven non-members expressed interest in becoming members. Six of them entered into
Bible studies to understand the beliefs of the church, ultimately leading to the three
joining. The four-week training program is effective when it is part of an evangelistic
calendar. After new members have joined the church, they can be trained to get decisions
for membership from their group of influence. There are three key factors that

contributed to long-term successful decisions: investment of time, challenges of faith, and
verbalization of the invitation. These concepts can be taught and reproduced in other
churches by aiding non-members to become members.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION TO A STRATEGY TO TRAIN MEMBERS
TO ENCOURAGE NON-MEMBERSTO MAKE DECISIONS
FOR BAPTISM AND CHURCH MEMBERSHIP
When Jesus was about to ascend to heaven, he charged his followers to “make
disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and the Son and of the
Holy Spirit” (Matt 28:19 NKJV). This challenge has driven discipleship in the church for
the past two millennia, with each generation doing their part. At some points in history,
as in the time of the book of Acts, the church grew exponentially. At other times, growth
has been slower. Still the challenge remains for each church to multiply the membership.
Fulfilling this commission has created challenges in local churches. This project attempts
to identify the problem and address it through systematic study and intervention in the
local church.
Ministry Context
The Middletown Valley Seventh-day Adventist Church (Middletown Valley) is
located in central Maryland just south of the town of Middletown. Middletown Valley
was started in 1990, and in 2009, they finished building their sanctuary. When this
discipleship project started in 2013, there were 102 members listed in church records,
with a weekly service attendance of approximately 40. The average age of the members
was 45, with 48% male and 52% female. Most members are transplants—not born in the
area, but moved here to work. Many are working in government jobs and traveling long
1

distances to get to work and church. The average member commute to church is 30
minutes.
According to Sahlin’s (2005) classifications, Middletown Valley is located in a
rural area surrounded by fringe suburbs (pp. 26-29). The United States Census Bureau
(United States Census Bureau, 2010) describes the area as sparsely populated with 94%
of the population being Caucasian and an average household income of $103,088 (pp. 1,
2). In 2013, weekly services in Middletown Valley were predominantly attended by
White worshipers (71%), with a mix of other ethnicities (17% Black, 6% Hispanic, 6%
Indian). This is a more diverse mix than found in the local community. I began
ministering in Middletown Valley in May, 2013.
Four years later, the church had 117 members with an average weekly attendance
of 90 worshipers. The children’s division had grown from an average of 10 children in
two classes to over 20 children in five classes. The average worship service had a mixture
of 70% members, 20% regularly attending non-members, and 10% visitors. In
conversations with the new Frederick County Fire Marshal, she commented that “in the
over 400 churches she has visited, Middletown Valley is the first church that is growing.”
While this is a subjective assessment, it shows that church growth may be a problem for
not only the Seventh-day Adventist Church, but perhaps for other
churches/denominations, as well.
Statement of the Problem
The Middletown Valley Seventh-day Adventist Church has been successful in
attracting community members to church social programs; they have even started Bible
studies with some of them, and four of them attend the worship service on a regular basis.
2

While happy to attend friendship-oriented programs, very few make a decision for
baptism or profession of faith. There were five individuals who had completed multiple
Bible studies, with some even attending full evangelistic seminars, but without making
decisions to join the church. People seem to enjoy the studies, but are unwilling to make
lifestyle decisions. The problem is that church members, including the pastor, fail to get
decisions for membership either through baptism or profession of faith.
There are a number of factors that might contribute to this lack of commitment.
First, the church members could be failing to deepen relationships past mere
acquaintances with those who attend church functions. Next, Bible studies may have
become the highlight of someone’s week and if they make a decision for membership,
they will no longer have that weekly visit. In addition, some non-members say “no,” and
still others are never asked to join.
Statement of the Task
The purpose of this project was to develop and implement a strategy to train
members to ask for decisions for baptism and membership at Middletown Valley. To
achieve this goal a training seminar was developed to create friendship evangelism
groups within the membership of the church. The objective was to cultivate further
relationships with people in the community and then have the members ask for decisions
for baptism and/or profession of faith. The aim was to work with the non-members who
regularly attend church functions.

3

Delimitations
This project was limited to active members of Middletown Valley attending an
average of at least two Sabbaths per month. Participants were only individuals over the
age of 18. There were no other discriminating factors in the selection process. No specific
effort was made to influence the gender or race involvement of participants. While it
takes some people years to make a decision to join the church, this project limited the
time of observation to six months. I thought this would provide adequate time to evaluate
the success of the project.
Description of the Project Process
To accomplish the goal of implementing a strategy to train members to encourage
decisions, the project studied relevant literature, specifically focusing on those which
included friendship evangelism and decision-making strategies. A case study of the
evangelistic strategies of Lexington Seventh-day Adventist Church and the Ellicott City
Seventh-day Adventist Church influenced the project. This included personal observation
and interviews with pastors and members.
After the literature review, the Bible and the writings of Ellen White were studied
to give a theological understanding to the decision-making process. This theological
study focused on Bible stories both in the Old and New Testaments. In the Old
Testament, stories studied included Moses and Hobab, Rehoboam, Elijah, and Joab.
Relevant accounts in the New Testament include the blind beggars, the Twelve and the
Seventy being sent out, Zacchaeus, John the Baptist, the woman at the well, the rich
young ruler, Jesus’ call to the disciples, and the parable of the wedding feast. The scope
4

of the theological study was larger to include various methods used to gain decisions.
Training Seminar
The insights gained from these studies were developed into an implementation
program that included a four-week training program on facilitating the decision-making
process. The first week’s goal was to remove barriers to witnessing, then set up small
groups and have participants identify friends for whom to pray. The second week focused
on the development of friendships and how to give a testimony. The third and fourth
week taught four different methods used to lead people to make decisions. Each training
meeting was followed by a week of application.
Implementation
To evaluate the effectiveness of the training seminar, a six-month implementation
period followed. This included monthly follow-up and refresher meetings, goals for each
month, and events to which members could invite their friends. A 21-meeting
evangelistic series was held in October to give further opportunities for decisions.
Participants were asked to be involved through the whole process, and, of the 17
participants, 15 were still actively pursuing decisions after the implementation period
ended. In January 2017, the program was evaluated to determine its effectiveness.
Evaluation
Two methods were used to evaluate the project. The first was a survey given to
members who participated in the project. The survey evaluated the effectiveness of the
project implementation. The second method evaluated success by the number of baptisms
or professions of faith secured by the project itself.
5

Definition of Terms
This study will include technical terms which are defined in their context.
However, an initial explanation at this point will be helpful.
Bonded relationships is a term used by Dr. Allan Walshe to describe the third of
three levels of relationships. A relationship evolves from friendship to bonded
relationships when there is trust between two individuals.
The word community, as defined by Allan Walshe, describes the highest level of
relationships. Community is achieved when there are at least three people who have
bonded relationships with all individuals in the group. Community is a group of people
who trust everyone in the group.
The acronym F.O.R.T stands for family, occupation, religion, and testimony. This
acronym is suggested by Gibbs (2011) as a step-by-step conversation with someone new
(p. 19).
Harvesting is derived from Matthew 9:37, where Jesus says to his disciples, “The
harvest truly is plentiful, but the laborers are few,” in reference to people being ready to
make decisions to follow God and join the church. This project will measure harvesting
based on baptisms or profession of faith.
Intervention will refer to the implementation of the project, including both the
training seminars and participants’ six-month implementation period.
The term membership denotes individuals who have been baptized by immersion
as a profession of their faith. This includes individuals who have been baptized by
immersion in different Christian denominations, and then chose to accept Seventh-day
Adventist beliefs through a statement of profession of faith.
6

The word Sabbath refers to the Old Testament tB'v or the New Testament
sabbaton and refers to the seventh day of the week, commonly known as Saturday.
The word testimony will adopt Harney’s (2009) definition: “Christians don’t just
have one testimony; we have many. Our testimonies are stories of God’s power and
presence in our lives. Every new day brings fresh stories of God’s goodness and grace”
(p. 199).
Summary
Middletown Valley is an active congregation and has a full evangelistic calendar
with various outreach methods from getting people interested in the church, calling for
decisions to join the church, to training disciples. The problem is that the church largely
fails at getting decisions for membership. To address this issue, the project process
included a theological reflection and a review of literature that informs the intervention.
Chapter 1 defines the problem and gives an overview of the project. Chapter 2
studies the Bible, asking the question “How do God’s people ask others to join them?”
Chapter 3 studies literature that preferences works current to the project, 2000-2015, to
glean successful methods used by others that could be of value to this study. This chapter
focuses on friendship witnessing and the discipleship process. Chapter 4 gives the
educational theory and outlines the intervention developed from Chapters 1 and 2.
Chapter 5 is the narrative of the intervention that was implemented in Middletown Valley
between May 2016 and January 2017. Finally, Chapter 6 evaluates the results of the
intervention and gives recommendations for further study.
The purpose of this project was to change the lives of those attending the
Middletown Valley Church. It focused on training the members to participate in
7

witnessing, a responsibility the Bible gives to each member. Through the members’
witnessing, this project hoped to bring into membership friends of the church who were
not members, but were currently active in church programs. Through God’s guidance,
Middletown Valley could fulfill the commission that Jesus gave in Matthew 28:18.

8

CHAPTER 2

A THEOLOGICAL REFLECTION FOR GAINING
DECISIONS TO GOD’S CHURCH
From Genesis to Revelation, the Bible is filled with references about God’s plan
to save a fallen world. Christ said, “And I, if I am lifted up from the earth, will draw all
peoples to Myself” (John 12:32 NKJV). Any progress towards God is because he is
drawing men to himself. The Bible also has stories of individuals asking to be part of
God’s people such as Ruth in the Old Testament (Ruth 1:16, 17), and Cornelius in the
New Testament (Acts 10:1-6). If this is how God drew everyone to himself, the work of
evangelism would be easy. However, many people have heard the truth and have an
understanding of God’s will, but have resisted surrendering to him. The purpose of this
chapter is to study methods used to invite people to make the next step by joining the
church.
The Bible gives multiple examples of people making appeals to others to follow
them. Some of the stories involve individuals asking someone to follow. Maybe it is to
follow an individual, or perhaps it is to join God’s people. Not all the requests lead to a
positive response, but each has at least one element that will help the Christian in the area
of persuasion.
God does not give one method for making appeals. Different appeals work for
different people. These appeals will be categorized into four major categories for our
9

study: essential requirements, meeting needs, sermonic appeal, and personal requests.
This study will also consider biblical counsel to follow when requests fail. The
limitations of this study do not allow for a detailed description of every request made in
the Bible.
Necessity of Membership
Critical to this study is an understanding of the importance of membership in a
church. In the New Testament, membership is related to the body of Christ: "God so
composed the body,...that the members may have the same care for one another.... Now
you are Christ's body, and individually members of it" (1 Cor 12:24-25, 27). And the
body of Christ, of course, is analogous to the church (Col 1:18). So, to be part of the
church of Christ means to become a member of it. It means to answer the call of the Holy
Spirit to belong to Christ's body of believers (Eph 4:4).
Membership to the body is through baptism. The New Testament does not
conceive of baptism outside of church membership. One cannot be baptized without
joining the body of Christ; it would be an oxymoron. Paul wrote: “For by one Spirit we
were all baptized into one body…” (1 Cor 12:13). Jesus told Nicodemus that “unless one
is born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God” (John 3:3). Baptism is the ultimate
symbol of surrender, of total commitment. It is the equivalent of death to self and new
life in Christ (Rom 6:3-4). That is why the person who is baptized and enters into church
membership has pledged to obey all that Jesus has commanded (Matt 28:18-19. Baptism
and inclusion in a group of fellow believers are inseparable. Paul counsels us not to
forsake “the assembling of ourselves together… and so much the more as you see the day
approaching” (Heb 10:25). Paul also shares that God gave gifts to his church for the
10

“equipping of the saints for the work of ministry, for the edifying of the body of Christ”
(Eph 4:4, 5, 12).
Middletown Valley requires membership for leadership responsibilities so the
group that makes decisions has the same understanding of doctrine and mission. If
individual members do not perform their part the body does not function the way God
meant for the church to function (1 Cor 12:18-22). Therefore, membership through
baptism are necessary steps for one to belong to the Christian church. The only exception
would be when someone has already made the Christian commitment to baptism by
immersion but decides to belong to a different Christian denomination. In that case, that
person’s baptism, if genuine, does not need to be repeated, and membership can be
granted by the new church on an honest profession of one’s faith.
Decision-Making
Just before Jesus ascended in the clouds to heaven, he charged his followers to
make disciples, baptize, and teach all things that he had taught (Matt 28:18-20). This
section investigates biblical evidence that members should be involved in more than just
telling people about Jesus. They should make a commitment to Him and become his
disciples. Becoming a Christian requires making decisions. How can other Christians
help a new Christian make that all-important decision?
God created humans with a free will, an ability to reject him (Isa 1:18). In the
Garden of Eden, Adam and Eve chose to reject God by eating the fruit of the forbidden
tree (Gen 3:6). In Christ’s instructions to the Seventy, He told them to shake the dust
from their feet and move on if a city did not receive them (Luke 10:10-12). If we, as
messengers of God, are rejected, Jesus is rejected, and God the Father is rejected (v. 16).
11

While humans have free will, God is willing to reason with us, deal with objections, and
continually invite us to follow him. He asks us to join with Him in this work (Matt 28:1820). Moreover, God sometimes uses divine discipline and uncomfortable circumstances
to persuade individuals to join the body of Christ, which is ultimately for their greater
good (Heb 12:5-11).
In the story of Cain, God continually communicated his will to Cain. When Cain
brought a sacrifice to God that was inappropriate, God withheld His blessing from it (Gen
4: 5). When Cain left in anger, God appeared to him, inviting him to give up his anger
and not sin (vv. 6, 7). Even after Cain killed his brother, God again appealed to him (vv.
9-12). He still had mercy on him when he feared for his life (v. 15). Sadly, Cain decided
to go away from the presence of the Lord (v. 16). God may pursue us multiple times and
in multiple ways, but if His appeals are rejected, God will ultimately allow us to have our
way. While he is not willing that any should perish, but that all should come to
repentance (2 Pet 3:9), God will never circumvent our will.
God does not just want us to have eternal life, but He also asks us to be colaborers with him (Matt 9:37-38). In the story of the burning bush, God engaged in
conversation with Moses, charging him to go to Egypt and free his people Israel (Exod 34). Moses, however, rejected God’s charge, yet God continued to appeal to him. The first
time Moses said, “No,” God promised divine aid (3:11, 12). Then Moses requested more
information, and God provided all the instructions Moses would need and what he should
say (vv. 14-22). Moses next raised his fear of following God’s instructions (Exod 4:1),
and God responded with a display of his divine power by turning Moses’ staff into a
snake and by causing and healing leprosy (vv. 2-9). Next, Moses addressed the perceived
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obstacles in his way—that he was not eloquent, but was slow of speech (v. 10). God then
told Moses that he would be with his mouth and give him words to say (vv. 11-12). Still
Moses said, “No,” and asked God to find someone else (v. 13). So, God provided Aaron
as a mouthpiece (vv. 14-17). Through this whole interaction, God reasoned with Moses,
answered his objections, and provided what was needed, until ultimately, Moses agreed
to go to Egypt (v. 20).
The book of Hosea contains an allegory illustrating how God relentlessly pursues
his people. In order to influence a decision for him, God limits choices, removes
temptations (Hos 2:6, 7), removes material blessings (vv. 9-12), sometimes punishes (v.
13), often allures (vv. 14, 11:4), restores blessings (2:15), pursues (3:1), and invites
(14:1). However, God’s chief desire is to appeal to our better nature by sending his Son to
die so we might have everlasting life (John 3:16). Hosea was instructed to marry an
unfaithful woman. Hosea’s marriage, then, would represent the relationship of God, as a
faithful “husband,” in covenant “marriage” to his unfaithful people. Just as God chose to
take us as we are, so this allegory depicts Hosea buying back his wayward wife (3:1, 2).
The wife comes to realize that life with Hosea is a better life than a life of unfaithfulness
(Hos 2:7).
In the parable of the Good Shepherd, Jesus himself summed up the lengths to
which he will go to bring someone lost into his fold (Luke 15:1-7). God “desires all men
to be saved and to come to the knowledge of the truth” (1 Tim 2:4). He invites (John
10:3), he leads (v. 4), he sacrifices himself for us (vv. 11, 15, 17-18), and he promises to
protect us (vv. 28, 29). He also calls those who are not part of his fold (v. 16). While we
were in open rebellion, Christ died for us (Rom 5:8). God does not stop there, He
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understands that we cannot perceive the benefit we are missing out on (Ps 103:14).
Therefore, God invites us to come and reason with him (Isa 1:18). Making a decision to
follow God is in our best interest, for He gives us life more abundantly (John 10:10).
Essential Requirements
Jesus sent out Twelve apostles as well as Seventy other disciples to witness for
Him (Luke 9, 10). He told them to take nothing with them. However, he did not send
them without resources: they went forward in power and in truth. These constituted
essential requirements to do the work of evangelism.
Power
The instructions given to the Twelve and to the Seventy are so similar in their
content that we will examine both together. When Jesus sent out the Twelve, he knew
that they would need the power of God. Jesus gave the disciples His power and authority
(Luke 9:1; 10:19). The same power that the disciples had then is available to the Christian
today through the Holy Spirit (Acts 1:8). This is the most basic requirement for
successful witnessing. Jesus said that the Spirit would guide us into all truth and would
give us all power (John 16:13; Luke 24:49). The Christian does not convert souls; that is
the job of the Holy Spirit (John 16:8). Without the Spirit’s power, no amount of effort
will be successful. In fact, even without evidence of outward or verbal invitations,
individuals convicted by the Holy Spirit have, on their own, requested membership. Both
Nicodemus and Joseph of Arimathea sought Jesus out without invitations (John 3:1-21;
19:38).
The Book of Acts gives ample evidence of the Spirit’s power for evangelism.
Once the 120 people in the Upper Room received the Holy Spirit they were able to
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persuade others with power, bringing great numbers of people to Jesus (Acts 2:38; 4:114). The Spirit of God gave them power to heal and do miracles (Acts 3:1-10; 5:12)
Preaching Instructions
Jesus gave them training on what to do and say so that they would be successful.
In his instructions, Jesus told the Twelve to preach what He had told them (Matt 10:27).
He went into more detail about the subjects to share. He told them to confess Jesus before
men (v. 32). Confess is from the Greek root ὁμολογέω, meaning to acknowledge,
concede, profess, or praise, or to be exact, “professing oneself the worshiper of one”
(Thayer, 2014, p. 446). Jesus also told them to preach repentance (Mark 6:12), the
kingdom of God and its nearness (Luke 9:2; 10:9), and the gospel (Luke 9:6). According
to Paul, the topics would be considered “the elementary principles of Christ” (Heb 6:1,
2). The disciples did not go out with their own ideas and theories; they spoke only what
Jesus taught them (Matt 28:20)—Bible truth.
Jesus instructed the Twelve and the Seventy on how to be successful preaching
the gospel. He charged them to do this through the power of God and preaching the basic
principles of salvation. The goal of this preaching was not merely to instruct, but to lead
individuals to make a commitment to follow Him (Luke 5:27-28; John 21:18-22). Jesus
told the Seventy, following Jesus means becoming His disciple and becoming His
disciple means accepting everything He has taught us (Matt 28:18-19). “The harvest is
plentiful but the laborers are few” (Luke 10:2). This call is just as applicable today. God
is looking for individuals to go and work for the salvation of others.
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Meeting Needs
Holistic evangelistic strategies do not just focus on reaping meetings and getting
decisions for baptisms, but also include sowing opportunities that give people the chance
to learn more. Many of these events are based around meeting the felt needs of the
community. Cooking school; exercise program; financial seminar; tobacco, alcohol, and
drug cessation programs, and other community service programs are ways of meeting
some of the basic needs people have. There are multiple examples in the Bible about
meeting others’ needs. However, less recognized and less valued, but equally important,
are examples of asking those same people to meet a personal or corporate need of ours.
This section will explore biblical examples of meeting both their needs and meeting our
needs.
Meeting Other’s Needs
The Bible tells stories of individuals that as they have their needs met they decide
to join the people of God. This is known as friendship evangelism. The goal is to meet
the needs of people and then invite them to follow Christ and be baptized. This section
will look at four stories to gain insights into being more effective.
Zacchaeus
The story of Zacchaeus in Luke 19 is an example of meeting a need. Zacchaeus
was “chief” tax collector. Henry (1982) said that “inferior publicans were commonly men
of broken fortunes, and low in the world; but he that was chief of the publicans had raised
a good estate” (p. 782). Jesus saw Zacchaeus up the tree and told him he would dine with
him (Luke 19:5). Christ chose to invest time in this one individual by eating with him. By
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entering his presence and accepting Zacchaeus, Jesus was functioning outside of social
norms, as seen in the response: “He has gone to be a guest with a man who is a sinner”
(Luke 9:6). Investment of time and acceptance of an outcast might not be easy, but it was
what it took for Zacchaeus to change his life.
Naaman
Naaman was helped by both Elisha and the Israelite maiden who served him.
When he contracted leprosy, the maiden shared with her mistress about the possibility of
healing through the prophet of God (2 Kgs 5:3). Naaman took her advice and with the
consent of the king, went to be cleansed. Elisha met Naaman’s need by telling him to go
wash in the Jordan seven times in order to be cleansed (v. 10). This story is an example of
several people working together to meet the need of one individual—the maiden could
not heal him herself, so she sent Naaman to the person she knew of who had access to the
God who could heal. Sometimes a need might be outside of our expertise, then we must
refer to someone who can meet that need.
However, Naaman did not immediately make the decision to follow God. Elisha
gave Naaman instructions from God on how to be healed, but they were not enough to
push him to a decision. Naaman saw the Jordan River as being dirty, while the rivers
closer to his home in Assyria were clean (v. 12). Naaman could not humanly see any
physical benefit to obeying God’s Word regarding washing in the Jordan River. It was a
challenge of faith that went beyond his human understanding. One of the men in his
charge was the one who assisted in Naaman’s conversion by approaching him personally
and encouraging him to have faith in the words of the prophet, reasoning that he might as
well try for he had nothing to lose. That servant pointed out the benefits of following just
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what God said (vs. 13). Because of his healing, Naaman decided to worship God (vv. 18,
19).
Naaman had to follow all of the instructions given, not just a few steps. His
cleansing had to take place in the Jordan River, and he had to dip in the river seven times.
Naaman could not obtain divine healing by being partially obedient.
Rehoboam
When the kingdom of Israel was at a crisis point and about to divide, Rehoboam
received wise counsel from the elders, counsel that, if followed, would have encouraged
the northern tribes to follow King Rehoboam and not secede from the nation. The
northern tribes approached the king saying, “Your father made our yoke heavy; now
therefore, lighten the burdensome service of your father, and his heavy yoke which he put
on us, and we will serve you” (1 Kgs 12:4). Rehoboam requested three days to consider
the counsel, and in that time, the elders who had stood in the presence of the wisest king
in the world, told him how to succeed: “If you will be a servant to these people today, and
serve them, and answer them, and speak good words to them, then they will be your
servants forever” (v. 7).
At the close of the three days, the people’s petition was not granted, and the
kingdom divided, just as God had foretold (v. 15). Yet, the wise words of the elders still
stand. Serve them, be a servant, meet their needs. Considering their needs and meeting
them would have ingratiated the people towards the new king. This would have opened
their hearts to what he had for them. This was, after all, Jesus method as He dealt with
people. He cared for them, He healed them, He listened to them. This method became
opened doors through which they entered to follow Him.
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Absalom
Even stories that are motivated by selfishness can be instructive in the
interpersonal relationships necessary to win someone over. Take, for example, Absalom.
Lessons can be learned from the account of Absalom’s sitting at the gate trying to take
David’s throne for himself. We can see two major steps he took in gaining converts to his
side. Absalom began by making himself available to those in need: “Now Absalom
would rise early and stand beside the way to the gate” (2 Sam 15:2). He went to where
the people were, the way to the gate, and rising early, spent time with them. He
positioned himself before the gate of the city where judgment took place so that he could
be available and make an impression on people. The second step was to meet their need
for justice. He recognized their most pressing need and promised that if he had the power,
he would do something about it (v. 4).
It is important to note that Absalom also lied that there was no one to hear the
case (v. 3) and used flattery to win hearts (v. 5). This made Absalom an imperfect
example. However, there are still two important points that can be learned through this
story. First, in order to meet the needs of others, we need to go to where they are and
spend time with them. Second, we need to listen to what their concerns are and address
them.
Blind Beggars
It is very difficult to follow when we cannot see where we are going. Three of the
four gospels relate a story of blind beggars calling out to Jesus to have their obvious
needs met. As Jesus was walking along, He heard someone calling, “Have mercy, Son of
David.” “So Jesus stood still” (Matt 20:30-32; Mark 10:47-49; Luke 18:38-40). Rarely in
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modern society do we take the time to stand still. Jesus, as always, was on an important
mission, traveling with a large group of people, yet he took the time to stop. He stood still
and asked what he could do for them. It is a simple step, but an important one if we wish
others to move forward. When Jesus had compassion on them and “touched their eyes,”
they immediately followed Him without even being asked to (Matt 20:34). Receiving
sight was a transformational moment in their lives and because of this life-changing
experience, they became followers of Jesus. While curing blindness might not be possible
for the average Christian, we can learn from the steps Jesus took. He stopped what he was
doing, listened to their needs, and helped them with their problem.
The Twelve Sent Out
Studying how Jesus met the needs of the blind beggars could be discouraging,
because miracles of this nature are not common in society today. However, this power
was not special just to Jesus. In Matthew 10:8, Jesus instructed the disciples to “heal the
sick, cleanse the leapers, raise the dead, cast out demons.” They were given power over
unclean spirits and they were to use this power to meet the needs of others (Mark 6:7).
This power was not restricted to the Twelve; we also see Jesus empowering the Seventy
to heal the sick (Luke 10:9). Christians should not be afraid to tackle the big and most
challenging needs, for Jesus told Philip that “he who believes in Me, the works that I do
he will do also; and greater works than these he will do, because I go to My Father” (John
14:12). Jesus also commanded the Twelve not to move around, but rather, to invest time
in others by living in their homes and sharing in their day-to-day activities.
Friendship evangelism fulfills this charge to meet the needs of others. There are
some who will make a decision to join the church because their needs have been met. By
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studying incidents in the lives of Absalom, Rehoboam, the blind beggars, and the
Twelve, strategies can be devised to be more effective in getting decisions. We can learn
from Absalom that there is a need to go where the people are and spend time with them.
We can learn from Rehoboam the importance of service and carrying people’s burdens.
We can learn from Jesus the importance of meeting people’s needs in the story of the
blind beggars and from the instructions gave to the Twelve.
Meeting Our Needs
Many church discussions in my churches have focused on meeting the needs of
others. There has been little emphasis on the idea of allowing those whom we are trying
to help join the church meet our needs. The Bible gives us the examples of Moses and
Hobab, Zacchaeus, the woman at the well, and the Twelve and the Seventy who were
sent out to show us the benefit of allowing our needs to be met.
Moses and Brother-in-Law
As Moses and the children of Israel were preparing to leave Mount Sinai, he
entreated his brother-in-law, Hobab, to join them (Num 10:29). Hobab replied, “I will not
go, but I will depart to my own land and to my relatives” (v. 30). Moses could have taken
offense at this, but he pleaded with Hobab not to leave and asked him to meet a need.
Moses called on his skill, saying, “You know how we are to camp in the wilderness, and
you can be our eyes” (v. 31). Moses then followed up with a promise. The Bible is not
explicit about Hobab’s reply; however, verse 33 implies that Hobab agreed. The verse
begins, “And they set out,” which implies that both Moses and Hobab left together.
Moses wanted Hobab to join him, but when he refused, he asked Hobab to fill a need for
the children of Israel, and this request changed his mind.
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Moses’ request of Hobab affected the entire congregation. In his letter to the
Corinthians, Paul described Christ’s people as a body with many members (1 Cor 12:1231). In many small congregations, members have to take on multiple ministries, often
wearing out believers with the amount of work they have to do. Moses showed one way
to alleviate the problem—we can ask friends of the church to identify with the
congregation and fill a need the church has.
Woman at the Well
Jesus employed the same technique to begin a conversation with a Samaritan
woman at the well. His disciples had gone into the city to buy food when the woman
came to the well to draw water (John 4:7). Whether Jesus was thirsty or not cannot be
determined, but He acted outside of established social norms when he asked the woman
to meet his need for a drink. Normally, a male Jew would never speak to a female
Samaritan, let alone ask for a favor. But this began an interaction with the woman that
might never have happened otherwise. The woman questioned his actions by making
obvious the unusual encounter: “How is it that You, being a Jew, ask a drink from me, a
Samaritan woman?” (John 4:9). The woman encountered a challenge of faith. Like in the
case of Naaman, this scenario required her to act in faith. Evidentially, the Samaritan
woman discovered her true need. Jesus then used her response, a question, to reveal truth
to her and to offer her eternal life. In the process, he brought to light a sin she had to deal
with—she was living with a man who was not her husband (v. 18). Jesus did not tell her
outright that she was a sinner and was going to die, but carefully addressed the issue.
However, He did not ignore the issue by letting her continue living in sin. Jesus used a
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need he had to begin a conversation that ultimately led to her conversion (John 4:25-26,
28-29, 39-42).
The Twelve and The Seventy
Jesus told the Twelve when they went out that they were to “provide neither gold
nor silver nor copper in your money belts, nor bag for your journey, nor two tunics, nor
sandals, nor staff; for a worker is worthy of his food” (Matt 10:9, 10). To the Seventy, He
said, “Carry neither money bag, knapsack, nor sandals” (Luke 10:4). Jesus wanted them
to rely on others to meet their needs. They were to look for a home that had a “son of
peace” (Luke 10:6) or worthy person (Matt 10:12) and then stay with that person while
they were ministering in their towns.
Christians are often tempted to present the Christian life as a perfect life filled
with joy and peace where God supplies all our needs. To admit a need to someone else
could be seen as a weakness. However, if used in the right way, this method could bring a
friend of the church to a place where they are willing to join it. Letting people know that
we need them just as much as they need Christ can create opportunities that otherwise
might not be there. Moses and Jesus gave examples to follow in asking for both the
corporate need of the church and the personal need of the individual.
Verbal Appeal
People throughout history have used appeals at the end of presentations to ask
individuals to make a decision to join God’s people. Robinson (2001) said that the best
sermon, no matter how biblical or well thought-out, is not worth preaching without an
appeal (p. 106). Passionate sermons that draw an individual to God need an invitation to
allow that person to make a decision to respond. Elijah and John the Baptist are two
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people in the Bible who used this method to gain decisions.
Elijah and Mount Carmel
Elijah came to Mount Carmel to challenge the prophets of Baal who had led
God’s people away to false worship (1 Kgs 18:20). Elijah began his exhortation to the
children of Israel with the appeal to follow God: “How long will you falter between two
opinions? If the Lord is God, Follow Him; but if Baal, follow him” (v. 21). Then Elijah
provided evidence that Yahweh is God. While the evidence presented by Elijah is
supernatural, we can still learn from this event.
This story can be narrowed down to its most basic elements: appeal, negative
response/consequences, and positive response/benefits. In response to Elijah’s appeal,
“the people answered him not a word” (1 Kgs 18:21). This is in direct contrast to
Joshua’s appeal for the Israelites to choose for themselves whom they would serve (Josh
24:15). The people affirmed their desire to follow God (Josh 24:16-18). White (2002)
wrote that “not one in that vast assembly dare reveal loyalty to Jehovah . . . and now, in
this crisis, they persisted in refusing to take their stand for God” (p. 147). While silence
did not confirm or deny their loyalty, it did show a lack of conviction in their hesitation to
make a proclamation one way or another. Elijah answered both questions about the
divinity of Baal and Yahweh through the challenge of fire from heaven. At the end, the
people “fell on their faces; and they said, ‘The Lord, He is God! The Lord, He is God!’”
(1 Kgs 18:39). If Elijah had presented only the divinity of Yahweh, there might still be a
question about the divinity of Baal. In his presentation to the Israelites, Elijah provided an
example of not only showing the benefits of making a decision to follow God, but also
the consequences of following a false god. In order to gain a decision for inclusion into
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God’s people, it is sometimes necessary to present not only why God is true, but also why
a belief is false.
John the Baptist
Jesus said, “Among those born of women there is no greater prophet than John the
Baptist” (Luke 7:28). John preached in the wilderness, calling for repentance and
remission of sins, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand (Matt 3:2; Luke 3:2, 3). John
drew crowds with his preaching of present truth and the soon coming of the Messiah, and
he appealed to them to join God’s people through specific actions—repentance and
baptism. He charged them to “bear fruits worthy of repentance” (Luke 3:8). The fruits he
talked about were explained when the people asked him what to do (v. 10). He told those
gathered there to share with others in need (v. 11), he told the tax collectors not to cheat
(v. 13), and he told the soldiers not to intimidate, lie, or complain about their pay (v. 14).
John delivered a message of warning to his listeners to bring a desire for a
change: “Now the ax is laid to the root of the trees. Therefore, every tree which does not
bear good fruit is cut down and thrown into the fire” (Matt 3:10). John utilized a warning
in connection with the truth to convict minds of a need for action, a call to baptism.
Peter at Pentecost
The sermonic appeal of Peter may be one of the greatest examples of a verbal
appeal in the Bible. The Bible records the result: “Then those who gladly received his
word were baptized; and that day about three thousand souls were added to them” (Acts
2:41). After receiving the gift of the Holy Spirit, the disciples were accused of being
drunk (v. 13). Peter responded to this accusation by using quotes from Joel and the
Psalms to support Jesus’ promise of the Holy Spirit (vv. 14-36). Peter, realizing the
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crowd was “cut to the heart,” gave his appeal: “Repent, and let every one of you be
baptized in the name of Jesus Christ for the remission of sins; and you shall receive the
gift of the Holy Spirit” (vv. 37, 38). He preached from the Scriptures, gave a direct
appeal, and finished with a wonderful promise.
Elijah, John the Baptist, and Peter represent the traditional way of asking people
to make a decision for baptism and a commitment to a call from the pulpit after evidence
has been laid out for the listener to consider. Elijah showed the need for not only
addressing the call to follow God, but also the reason for not following Baal. John the
Baptist represents the effectiveness of preaching present truth and warning when inviting
listeners to join God’s people, and Peter exemplifies the power in preaching from the
Scriptures.
Personal Request
The sermonic appeal seeks to reach individuals while addressing a group. This
can be successful in getting people to make the final decision for baptism. There are
people who may never make an important decision in a public setting, so the personal
request is the best method for reaching these people. To aid in the effectiveness of a
personal request, the Bible provides two additional pointers: objections must be dealt
with, and promises must be shared.
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Objections Removed
In the process of gaining decisions, conflicts may arise with the worldview and
the new information being exposed to. Finley (1994) said that if there is not enough
information given before asking for a decision, then the request will be rejected (p. 18).
When objections rise in the mind, they must be answered before we can expect a change.
One example is the Rich Young Ruler.
Rich Young Ruler
The story of the Rich Young Ruler is an example of what happens if objections
are not removed before asking for a decision. The ruler asked of Jesus what he should do
to obtain eternal life (Luke 18:18). Jesus told him he must keep the commandments of
God (v. 19). The ruler replied that he had been doing. Then the Bible says that Jesus
looked at him and loved him (Mark 10:20, 21). Jesus identified one problem with the
young man. He commanded the ruler to “sell all that you have and distribute to the poor
and you will have treasure in heaven; and come, follow me” (Luke 18:22). The young
ruler was confronted with a challenge of faith. He could not understand how becoming a
pauper and following Jesus could give him the assurance of eternal life. Should he follow
God’s instruction in faith? Jesus demands to be “the first and only” One in our lives as
Christians; we cannot serve two masters (Matt 6:24). The rich young ruler is an example
of how an emotional barrier of the love of wealth can get in the way of a decision for
baptism. Barriers can be physical, intellectual, cultural, or emotional.
Elijah Casting His Mantle to Elisha
We also have the story of Elisha’s call to ministry. Elijah approached Elisha in a
field and threw his mantle on him, which was seen by Elisha as an empowering request to
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follow him (1 Kgs 19:19). Elisha then ran up to Elijah and requested permission not to
leave immediately. He said, “Please let me kiss my father and my mother, and then I will
follow you” (v. 20). Elijah responded, “Go back again, for what have I done to you” (v.
20). This seems to suggest that the call did not come from himself, but from God. Elisha
slaughtered his oxen and burned the equipment, showing his desire to follow Elijah fully
(v. 21). Once Elisha was able to say goodbye to his past, family, friends, and old job, he
devoted himself fully to God. Jesus also calls would-be followers to full commitment.
Elijah also made a considerable investment of time in Elisha’s future. For the next seven
to eight years, Elijah took Elisha with him wherever he went and trained him for his
upcoming ministry.
When asking someone to make a decision to be a part of God’s people, it is
important to anticipate obstacles people may present before making a decision.
Sometimes, these barriers are physical or emotional like those of the rich young ruler, but
there are other barriers that are spiritual. There might just be one barrier keeping someone
from making a decision or they might have to give up everything like Elisha did to follow
Elijah. Whatever the case, barriers must be dealt with in seeking a decision for baptism.
Promises
Some difficulties are hard to overcome, but in the Bible, we see promises meant
to overcome difficulties. Sometimes a barrier is nothing more than fear of something
new. Focusing on God’s promises will help diminish objections. In the case of the rich
young ruler, Jesus said that if he sold all he had and gave it to the poor, he would have
treasure in heaven (Matt 19:21). Jesus gave him the promise of treasure in heaven. Moses
promised Hobab if he followed, he would obtain land and that what God did for the
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Israelites, he would also do for him (Num 10:31). Unlike the Rich Young Ruler, Hobab
accepted the offer. The Bible gives various examples of how promises of victory, care,
protection, provision, and the Holy Spirit caused others to accept God’s challenge and
follow.
Fishers of Men
Jesus was walking by the Sea of Galilee when he saw Peter, Andrew, James, and
John with their fishing boats. Luke gives the most detailed description of the account.
Jesus was being pressed by the large multitude, so he got in Peter’s boat to preach to the
crowd (Luke 5:1-3). Following His teaching, Jesus told Peter to launch his boat and cast
down the nets (v. 4). Peter had fished all night with no results. In addition, he was
concerned that if he followed Jesus full time, he could not provide for his family but
when he obeyed, the nets were filled with fish to the breaking point, and Peter had to ask
for help to retrieve them (vv. 6, 7)! Coming back to the shore, Jesus invited Peter,
Andrew, James, and John to follow Him with the promise of making them “fishers of
men” (Mark 1:16). Luke says that they left the big catch they had just hauled in and
followed Jesus (Luke 5:11). These men had just heard Jesus preach, then witnessed the
power of God in their lives, and Jesus promised that if they followed him, he would
provide for them. It is possible that some may lose their jobs if they decide to follow
Jesus and be baptized. However, God can provide for them just as Jesus promised to
provide for the disciples.
Peter at Pentecost
The invitation to become a Christian might seem impossible for some. Jesus said,
“Whoever of you does not forsake all that he has cannot be My disciple” (Luke 14:33).
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He also gave Christians a mission to take the gospel to the whole world (Matt 28:18-20).
These two charges should not be taken lightly. If it were up to the individual alone, it
would be impossible. On the Day of Pentecost, Peter gave a promise that if people
repented and were baptized, they would receive the Holy Spirit (Acts 2:38). It is the
Spirit that gives the power to fulfill the great commission given by Jesus (Acts 1:8). It is
the Spirit who convicts people of right and wrong (John 16:8-11). Understanding that
individuals do not need to do the work all by themselves, that help from God is always on
the way, can tear down barriers to a decision for baptism.
Obstacles can come in many different forms. Understanding and answering
objections will render a better chance of leading to a positive decision. The use of
promises may be effective in bringing down barriers. Victory over sin or an enemy, the
need for personal care, protection, provisions, or the Holy Spirit are promises that can be
given to individuals struggling with barriers.
When Requests Fail
There will be times when the best appeals fail to get decisions for baptism even if
needs are met, barriers are removed, and promises are offered. What should the Christian
do then? The Bible gives instructions that would help in these situations. Spending every
energy focusing on individuals who cannot or do not want to make a decision can keep
others from hearing the gospel. Sometimes it is best to move on and look for more
promising prospects.
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Move On
Moving on can be difficult when effort and time have been dedicated to bringing
someone to Jesus. Jesus gave very clear instructions in the parable of the great supper and
the instructions to The Seventy and The Twelve, whom he sent out, about how to respond
to people who refuse to accept the invitation.
Wedding Feast
Jesus attended a meal at a Pharisee’s house and engaged those present in
conversation after observing each guest seeking the most important seat (Luke 14:1, 7,
15). This conversation led to the parable of the great supper where the servant called on
the guests to tell them the supper was ready (Luke 14:17). However, all the invited guests
made excuses as to why they could not come (v. 18). All of the excuses were tasks that
could be handled any other day and were not true emergencies. The master then told his
servant to go in search of the poor and disabled, and to bring them to the feast (v. 21), but
the banquet hall was not full yet. The master then sent his servant to go out to the
highways and hedges and compel all they could find to come to the feast (Luke 14:23).
Thayer (2014) defined compel in Luke 14:23 to mean “to compel or constrain, whether
by force, threats, or by persuasion or entreaties” (p. 36). In Luke 14, the Greek tense is
the aorist active imperative, meaning that the master expects that the servant will
complete the task given to fill the empty spots. The servant was to stay out there until he
found enough people to occupy every seat.
There is a twofold lesson from this parable. First, an individual should not be
passed by until he or she has been compelled to make a decision to be baptized. Second,
there comes a time when our efforts should be focused on bringing others to a decision.
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The Twelve and The Seventy
When Jesus gave instructions to his twelve disciples and the seventy disciples, he
instructed them to preach the gospel, work miracles, and let others help them with their
basic needs. In Luke 22:35, Jesus asked if they lacked anything? Their answer was that
they lacked “nothing.” This does not mean that everyone supplied all their needs. Jesus
instructed them to look for specific homes to stay in, but he said that if they were not
received, to depart from that city and shake the dust from their feet (Luke 9:4; 10:10, 11).
This is instructive. When someone is clearly not interested, leave that place and go to
another place where people might listen.
The work of witnessing will ultimately bring everyone who hears to one of two
decisions. They will either accept and be baptized or they will reject and turn away from
God. God did not leave Christians on their own to figure out when this time had come.
Jesus encouraged the disciples he was sending out with these words: “Do not worry about
how or what you should speak. For it will be given to you in that hour what you should
speak; for it is not you who speak, but the Spirit of your Father who speaks in you” (Matt
10:19, 20). The Holy Spirit will guide Christians in their witness for Christ by giving
them words to say and telling them when to say them.
Look for Success
The goal of Christian witnessing is to get individuals to make decisions for Christ,
His teachings and His doctrines (Matt 28:18-20). Christians should focus their resources
where the work is successful, whether it is an individual, a community, or a city. In the
book of Acts, we read that the disciples focused their energies and increased their
manpower where the gospel was succeeding. After the persecution of Stephen, the
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believers were scattered all the way to Antioch (Acts 11:19, 20). Along the way, they
preached the word only to the Jews, but when they arrived at Antioch, some of the
converts started preaching to the Hellenists (vv. 19, 20). The Bible says that God blessed
them and a great number believed (v. 19). When news came back to Jerusalem, Barnabas
went to Antioch to bring encouragement and a “great many people were added to the
Lord” (vv. 22-24). The work was going so well that Barnabas went and found Saul (Paul)
in Tarsus and brought him back to Antioch to help with the mission (vv. 25, 26). They
stayed for a year and worked in the city (v. 26). The Holy Spirit was working in Antioch
at that time, and the church saw the wisdom of sending more help that led to even greater
results.
Witnessing for Christ does not always go as planned. Friends of the church who
are prospects for membership are people the church spends significant time on. When
they make a decision not to be baptized and join the church it can feel as if they have
rejected not only Christ, but also those working on their behalf. The example of the
wedding feast and God’s instructions to the Twelve give us a clue of how to respond.
Jesus said the harvest is plentiful, but the laborers are few (Luke 10:2). That means that
there are many who are waiting to hear the gospel! It is not the best use of God’s
resources to spend all our time on someone who will not make a decision. When success
is found, the example of Antioch may be followed. Find the friends of the person who
made a decision and work with them. Look for the people who are ready to listen and
spend our efforts reaching those people.
Conclusion
When presented with the problem of moving a potential member past mere
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knowledge to a full commitment to baptism and membership, Scripture provides different
methods. Always start with prayer and the Bible, for these are the sources of power and
truth; without them, all good efforts fail. Then, meet their needs. Christian witnesses
should make themselves available, be ready to serve, ask what the needs are, and, with
the power of God, overcome the needs, both great and small. Many interests may commit
to making decisions to join the church simply by feeling they themselves are needed. Be
open and be vulnerable. Ask an interest to serve a personal need or even the needs of the
church. Do not forget to make the appeal. In direct query, bring them to a point of
decision, whether it would be via a public sermon or an individual invitation. Present the
evidence. The sermonic appeal is most effective when adequate information shows the
benefits of accepting the offer and the consequences of rejecting it. Meet all physical,
emotional, and spiritual barriers. Use promises when removing obstacles is difficult or
frightening. Do not waste the interest’s confidence on empty or half-hearted promises,
but focus instead on the lasting, unchanging promises of God.
White (1942) summarizes the methods Jesus used when asking for a commitment:
Christ’s method alone will give true success in reaching the people. The Savior
mingled with men as one who desired their good. He showed sympathy for them,
ministered to their needs, and won their confidence. Then he bade them, “Follow
Me.” (p. 143)
The method that White outlines is consistent with the rest of Scripture. It is a simple
process, but one that requires time, effort, and a genuine love for the people God has
created.
Some interests may require every step in the process, while others only some. If
an individual continually resists commitment, then focus the resources elsewhere. This
does not necessarily mean abandonment, but it means that less time and energy will be
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focused on that individual because others may be ready to respond. Jesus said, “The
harvest truly is great, but the laborers are few; therefore pray the Lord of the harvest to
send out laborers into His harvest” (Luke 10:2). There are many waiting to receive an
invitation to follow Christ, and few who are willing to do the work. When the church, as
noted in Acts 11, recognized responsive people, they sent more resources to produce an
even greater harvest. Look for success.
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CHAPTER 3

A REVIEW OF FRIENDSHIP EVANGELISM AND
GAINING DECISIONS FOR BAPTISM
IN CURRENT LITERATURE

Friendship evangelism is a subset category of personal evangelism. Personal
evangelism is what a Christian does to share Christ with others. Stebbins (1995) describes
friendship evangelism as focusing on long-term friendships to win others to Christ (pp.
12, 13). Coleman (2011) warns that we are not to make converts, but rather, disciples,
through a long-term relationship process (p. 218). While Peel and Larimore (2003, p. 77),
Dixon (1988, p. 155), Earley and Wheeler (2010, p. 101) all use varying terminology,
they all echoed the same principle. Edwards (1963) and Peters (1970) disagree that
witnessing only happens when a person has been brought to the question of salvation (p.
19). The challenge for most Christians is getting their friends to make a decision for
baptism. As Posterski (1989) states it, Christians should be looking for what God is
already doing and partnering with the Holy Spirit (pp. 160, 161). Schmidt (2005) agrees
that the power that accompanied Christ and His disciples in their ministry is still active
today (p. 19). Despite the availability of the power of God, human nature gets in the way
and creates challenges. McKay (1992) lists witnessing too quickly and worrying so much
one never talks about Jesus as two of those challenges (p. 153). The process of friendship
evangelism needs to be intentional. Abraham (1989) describes this as activities that
intentionally introduce people to the kingdom of God (p. 95). This chapter seeks to break
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down and understand the process of friendship evangelism. It addresses the fear of
witnessing, preparing members for friendship evangelism, finding ways to make friends,
and how to be deliberate in witnessing. The second section of this chapter will review
ways to help Christians gain decisions for baptism.
This chapter’s primary focus will be on literature current to the project published
between 2000 and 2015. While the majority of the works were written outside this scope,
special focus will be given to current works. What is the purpose in reviewing literature
written in only the last five years? Newman (2012) explains:
If the world has changed (and it has) and the way we present the gospel should
change (and it should), then the way we train people to do evangelism should also
change. Not only should we give people different words to say, different booklets to
share, or different diagrams to draw, we should also craft our evangelism training
systems in different ways. (pp. 1, 2)
Rattenbury (1932) agrees (p. 122). While there are gems that can be gleaned from
literature written throughout time, events in history move our world from one context to
another, thus requiring a review of our techniques. To focus specifically on friendship
evangelism, works on personal evangelism must be included as most spend time
discussing the topic. In regards to gaining decisions, this review will focus solely on
literature that fits with expected Christian ethics. To be relevant to the culture, the scope
of this review will be focused mainly on works published within the United States.
Friendship Evangelism
Friendship evangelism can be broken down into a process. It begins with the fear
Christians bring upon themselves before they even begin to witness. Authors list many
helpful tools to prepare Christians to witness, make the first contact, and develop
friendships. This section reviewed all of these steps.
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The Fear Barrier
We will all face barriers in our lives at one point or another, whether it is a
physical barrier like a dead-end street on a trip to a new place, or a mental barrier that
keeps us from accomplishing our task. Robbins (2008) talks about the mental barrier
marathon runners face, “the wall,” which makes runners think they cannot go any further
(p. 13). Mental barriers can create fear that immobilizes people, keeping them from
reaching their goal. Fear, according to Kerr (2011), “is a powerful thing—a tool the
enemy uses, that can actually capture the mind and cause false reality to appear real” (p.
107). Just thinking about evangelism can paralyze a Christian. Gibbs (2011) more
strikingly refers to this fear, writing that “the very word witnessing strikes terror in the
hearts of believers and non-believers alike. Mention it in a crowd of Christians, and they
freeze up” (p. 8). Kerr (2011) discovers in a survey that fear is the number one reason
that keeps people from “actively engaging in personal evangelism” (p. 105).
Where does this fear come from? While it is not possible to list every reason for
fear, two major reasons are rejection and lack of knowledge. Kerr (2011) suggests that
the main fear is the fear of rejection or an “irrational fear that others will not accept us for
who we are, what we believe and how we behave” (p. 107). Ford (1977) agrees with Kerr
(2011) that this fear comes from growing up in a Christian environment and not realizing
that others are interested (p. 17). However, Gibbs (2011) states that “the number one fear
of witnessing that grips many is the fear that their Bible knowledge is only at the
kindergarten level” (p. 8). There may not be an advantage to placing either one first as
people have different reasons for their fear. When training Christians to witness, the
trainer should take the two fears into consideration and address them both.
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How does someone overcome the fear of rejection? Smith (1992) says, “Convince
yourself” by doing the very thing we are afraid of (p. 134). Moyer (1998) suggests three
steps: talk to God about our fears, focus on what God thinks of people and not what they
think of us, and focus on the beauty of the message (pp. 55-57). Kerr (2011) also lists
three steps to overcoming the fear of rejection, although he goes on to state two more
steps in subsequent paragraphs, bringing his suggested total to five steps: (a) “Under no
circumstances should you ever take things personally” (p. 113); (b) “Try to define
yourself independently of other people’s opinions” (p. 113); (c) “Try to become
comfortable being uncomfortable” (p. 113); (d) “Be sold on your mission, in other words
. . . have total confidence in what you are offering” (p. 113); and (e) Believe in yourself,
for “to believe in yourself is to believe in the One who is your source” (p. 114).
Gibbs (2011) offers a simple way to overcome the fear of a lack of knowledge:
“The key to getting more knowledge is to give away what you have” (p. 9). The church is
filled with career students, those who go from one class to another, never putting their
knowledge into practice. “Too many are waiting for a wealth of knowledge they will
never realize until they go out and share the pittance they have” (p. 9). Daniels (1957)
suggests that Christians have the tools they need to witness when they have a love for the
lost, a willingness to do their best, and a desire to improve every opportunity (p. 101).
Waiting for more knowledge can hinder a Christian from ever witnessing. Borchert
(1976) states that a formal education is not required to witness (p. 19). Posterski (1989)
summarizes it well: “witnessing is turned into an ordeal when we don’t do it” (p. 165).
Preparing Christians to Witness
While Christians need to work with the knowledge they have and not wait to
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become experts in the field of evangelism, there is a benefit to some basic training to
prepare them. Harney (2009) says that before they sit down in a training seminar, they
must understand that “the starting point of effective outreach is not a system, a program,
or a specific presentation. It is a heart deeply in love with God and with people. Without
love, no outreach strategy will work. With God’s love, we can change the world” (p. 21).
The purpose of evangelism is to bring people into a loving relationship with God. If
Christians do not have that deep love for God, how would they possibly be able to share
it with others?
Christians need to understand what their responsibility is and what the
responsibility of God is. Harney (2009) breaks down the Christian’s role in this
partnership into two main responsibilities. They can share their story of being saved from
sin and can share what the Bible teaches about a need for a Savior (p. 173). Nicholson
(n.d.) speaks to the need for their story to be first-hand knowledge, not passed down from
someone else (p. 25).
Sonderman (2010) adds another important facet: love and service to others (p.
57). “Other than prayer, the greatest weapon we have to see men come to Christ is love”
(p. 57). Kerr (2011) uses Paul’s definition in 2 Corinthians and calls Christians
“ambassadors.” He says, “An ambassador’s role is one of diplomacy, that is—
maintaining good relations between different countries” (p. 49). In regards to witnessing,
Christians “are a diplomatic representative of the kingdom of God here on the earth” (p.
53). The people we are ambassadors to are “made in the image of God, they are His
property” (Lockyer, 1938, p. 33). The most effective way to be an ambassador is to share
what we know about God. Our knowledge comes from personal experiences and
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knowledge from the Bible. “We can do our part, but only God can draw people to Jesus
and change their lives” (Harney 2009, p. 167).
Harney (2009) points out that we do not get credit when individuals decide to give
their lives to Christ because of their interactions with us (p. 170). “As we collaborate with
God to reach out to others, we must understand that only the Spirit of God can convict a
person of sin” (p. 173). Kerr (2011) goes on to say that “it’s not our job to change
anyone, rather the Holy Spirit is responsible for saving souls and adding them to the
kingdom (p. 85). Put simply, “the task of evangelism would have been impossible
without the ‘exousia’ [authoritative] power of the Holy Spirit” (Kerr, 2011, p. 84).
Sanders (1967) says, “Don’t rely on your own ability, powers of persuasion, or
knowledge of the Scriptures. Maintain an attitude of constant dependence on the Holy
Spirit to wield His sword” (p. 41). This may come as a relief to many who feel burdened
when people do not accept the message they have presented. We “don’t have to live with
the blame if a person remains hard-hearted” (Harney, 2009, p. 170).
There is one more important point to understand before attempting to do
friendship evangelism. All too often, people are grouped into stereotypes. Christians tend
to see non-Christians as hostile towards God. The fear of rejection, which is a barrier that
hinders Christians from getting involved in friendship evangelism, can be exacerbated by
the stereotype that whomever they try to reach will be against them. Stetzer, Stanley, and
Hayes (2009) attempt to break this stereotype up by defining four groups of unchurched
people. The first group is made up of those who have never been involved with a church
(p. 10). The “de-churched” are individuals who attended church as a child but no longer
attend (p. 11). “Friendly unchurched” people are generally not angry towards the church
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(p. 10). Finally, there are the “hostile unchurched” who are angry at the church and
Christians (p. 12). It is important to understand that a person can be in more than one
category because not all non-Christians are the same (p. 9). Different approaches and
different time-commitments need to be given to each individual based on his or her
experience.
Finally, it is important to be honest about the task ahead. While friendship
evangelism can be fun and rewarding, it is not always easy. According to both Samaan
(1990, p. 111) and Wiersbe and Wiersbe (1999, p. 21), the witness will not be perfect
from the outset; it takes time to develop character and skills. Newman (2012) explains
that “if we tell them evangelism is difficult, they respond much better. They persevere in
evangelism, never expecting it to become easy” (p. 5). While this could scare some away
from beginning, we need to understand that soul winning is waging war with the devil.
Ritchey (2011) gives a helpful suggestion of covenants between fellow Christians:
“Personal evangelism is similar to preparing and participating in war. Through the
preparation, planning, and participation, a bond can easily form between Christians who
are journeying together. Covenants allow believers to commit to serve and to support
each other through this trying task” (p. 75). We should not try to accomplish the task of
sharing Christ with others alone.
Before Christians go anywhere, they should follow six steps to prepare
themselves. Jaffray (1972) shared the first step: a right relationship with God, a need for
genuine repentance (p. 41). The next step is to develop a relationship with God naturally.
Little (1966, pp. 18, 19), Leavell (1979, p. 192), Downey (1996, p. 19), and Jaffray
(1972, pp. 44, 45) all talk about the importance of having an authentic relationship with
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God as preparation to witnessing. Inseparable from step two is step three, the need for a
knowledge of the message (Norton, 2005, p. 109). Jaffary (1972) agrees (p. 43). Green
(1910) calls this step the most essential (p. 214). Next, Norton (2005) says that there must
be knowledge of the people that are being approached (p. 109). Leavell (1979, p. 184)
goes further, stating a genuine love for them is needed. Both Downey (1996, p. 18) and
Arn and Arn (1993, p. 98) agreed.
According to Leavell (1979), step five warns of weaknesses and their hindrance to
witnessing. Fear, incompetency, inconsistency, lack of tact, and doubt can all negatively
affect friendship evangelism (pp. 187-191). The Evangelical Alliance Commission of
Evangelism (1968) adds two more weaknesses: false motivations like self-satisfaction
and false confidence (p. 51). Christians must view themselves realistically.
Understanding and planning for these problems is important. Finally, step six, the balance
to step five, is to recognize and use one’s strengths or gifts. Aldrich (1984) says, “God
wants us to develop and use what He has given us; He doesn’t want us clamoring after
someone else’s gift” (p. 106). Smith (1992) summarizes it well: “Attitude (feeling +
knowledge + belief) takes priority over behavior. Behavior does indeed grow out of
attitude” (p. 141). Witnessing is a natural result of right attitude.
First Contact
Once an understanding for why it is important to be involved in witnessing has
been established, there needs to be action. Kerr (2011) presents some sobering statistics:
“95% of all Christians have never won a single soul for Christ, and eighty percent do not
witness on a regular basis” (p. 23). While this should shame every follower of Christ, it is
not surprising that Christians are not doing more. According to Kerr’s statistics, “less
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than 2% are involved in evangelism, and 71% don’t contribute toward any evangelistic
outreach whatsoever” (p. 23). However, Kinnaman and Lyons (2009) show that
“outsiders’ experiences with Christians helped to reshape their perspectives about God
and about Jesus . . . Meeting such Christians made outsiders believe that becoming a
Christ-follower might actually have some merit” (p. 209). To be successful at friendship
evangelism, the Christian must first find friends.
Before Christians are pushed out of their comfort zones and forced into new
environments there are a few familiar places they can look for unchurched friends. Hicks
(1922, p. 36) and Sanders (1967, p. 41) suggest finding people of the same sex whenever
possible. Newman (2012) cites Allan Dayhoff, the lead facilitator of Evangelize Today.
He spoke of a seminar that “includes an exercise when people take out their cell phones
and scroll through their address book or phone list and write down the names of all the
non-Christians who are already in their phone” (p. 6).
As basic as this method sounds, Gibbs (2011) suggests two more, potentially
easier, low-risk strategies. Gibbs focuses the lack of follow-up with visitors to the local
church: “Every church should have a winsome system for contacting every visitor and
offering them [Bible] studies” (p. 36). Visitors have come to church for a reason. They
may be visiting from another church but chose to come to our church today. This can be a
pool for finding friends. Gibbs also addressed former and missing members of the church
(p. 37). The Middletown Valley Seventh-day Adventist church has more members
missing from its records than those who actively attend worship services. Gibbs says that
“this field of labor can be very rewarding” (p. 37). Those missing members were at onepoint part of the church family and for one reason or another, have stopped coming.
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Personal observation has shown that the majority who still live in the area left because of
some conflict, not because of doctrine. These people were friends once. Is there any
easier group to reach through friendship evangelism?
Other than the close circle of family and friends, there are other groups that can be
explored for friendship evangelism. Gibbs (2011) points to the media ministries that
denominations have for a source of first contact (p. 36). He cautions against the common
mistake of believing that those who have contacted one of these ministries are ready for
church membership: “The names you receive from media ministries are contacts to be
nurtured into a Bible study” (p. 36). Kerr (2011) gives a more basic method of finding
friends—that of “finding a need and filling it” (p. 122). The thought is that through
meeting the needs of people, friendships can be cultivated.
Stretching the search for friends to the extreme, Gibbs (2011) gives two more
suggestions for obtaining Bible studies, which could be used in conjunction with
friendship evangelism. First, Bible study cards can be mailed out to the surrounding area
(p. 39). This approach has a low return with approximately one to 10 cards being returned
for every thousand mailed (p. 39). The second and probably most intimidating method is
going door-to-door (p. 39). In the search for friends, these two methods are probably the
least effective.
Which method is best? Should one be chosen, or the methods be mixed? Richey
(2009) believed in the use of “fluid evangelism”: use all the tools of evangelism in the
tool-belt depending on what the situation calls for (pp. 80, 81). Newman says it best: “It
is best to adapt our evangelism training methods to the cultural realities of our audience,
as Paul described his practice as becoming ‘all things to all men’ (1 Cor 9:22). Let us
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begin by encouraging people to reach out to those they already know, people more likely
to trust them, and then help them think through ways to transpose these evangelism skills
to conversations with strangers they may meet on the bus” (pp. 6, 7). In order to make the
first contact, start with those God has already put into our life; then, when that list has
been exhausted, find needs and fill them. The problem is not a lack of people to reach; it
is a lack of interest in witnessing.
Going Deeper
In the broad field of personal evangelism, it is the long-term connections that set
friendship evangelism apart. While there are many evangelistic, one-time encounters
Christians should be making, they need to nurture friendships beyond just a few
interactions. This requires that Christians live a life that reflects Christian values. As
Quere (1975) says, “Winning the right to be heard, or believed, is good strategy for
personal evangelism” (p. 19). How does someone develop a friendship intentionally?
Brooks (2013) shares the most important aspect: time. “Discipleship calls for the
Christian disciple to spend some time, effort, and fellowship with the new believer in
order to develop an ongoing and lasting relationship with the individual” (p. 51).
Blackaby and King (1996) warn of not spending enough time in the right place.
Christians can be so busy doing church-work that they do not have the time needed to
develop relationships; they must clear their calendars (p. 181). Developing this friendship
process is most effective when Christians step out of their comfort zone. Brooks (2013)
puts it this way: “Discipleship-making calls one to enter the world of the person and
examine the person’s most intimate and vulnerable side” (p. 51). Legg (2002) expounds
on this, saying that for people to be changed, they need to go through a four step process:
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(a) they must admit they have done wrong, (b) believe Jesus died for their sins, (c)
become Christians by living a Christian lifestyle, and (d) accept the love and forgiveness
from Christ (p. 88).
There are a variety of tools that can be used to go deeper in a friendship beyond
spending time together. Kincaid (1990) states that Christians first need to be friends, then
constantly be watching for opportunities to go deeper with the relationship, and finally,
be willing to be servants (pp. 100-105). Richardson (2000) speaks to the need for
bringing individuals into our communities first before we try to witness to them (p. 55).
Walshe (2014) shares four stages of friendship and how to bring people into community.
To move from (a) acquaintance to (b) friend, you must share stories; the next step from
friend to (c) bonded relationship requires shared experiences; and finally, to bring
someone into (d) community, there needs to be “cross-bonded relationships,” groups of
people all bonded together (personal communication, May 5, 2014). Arn and Arn (1993)
discuss Walshe’s last two steps, stating the need to share experiences to further develop
relationships and involve other Christians in bringing someone into community (pp. 102,
103, 107).
There are specific tools that can be used to facilitate a deeper relationship such as
F.O.R.T., testimonies, and gospel presentations. However, it is important to understand
that these encounters need to be brief. Fox and Morris (1984) describe the visit as a bell
curve that we want to get to the top of quickly and get out. They warn that “a visitor must
be sensitive to the fact that the relationship can start down the other side of the bell curve
rather rapidly,” bringing the visit to little or negative effect (p. 109).
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F.O.R.T.
Once Christians have identified friends they want to witness to, what can they do?
Gibbs (2011) suggested using the acronym F.O.R.T. (family, occupation, religion,
testimony) to start conversations (p. 19). The idea is to ask questions in a particular order
that begin with easy questions. While this method is best used for first time contacts, the
idea has value to deepen friendships. Peel and Larimore (2003) shares the importance of
listening to these answers and remembering the facts shared (p. 81). This is not just an
exercise to get people talking. What they share is important information to remember.
The acronym F.O.R.T. can be used at one time or can be used as a guide over a
longer period of time based on the comfort of the relationship. The goal of F.O.R.T. is to
start with conversations that do not raise many barriers. People generally like to talk
about their family, so questions that seek to know more about a family are safe. When the
conversation is flowing smoothly, the next safe area to explore is occupation. Ask
questions concerning current and past work history (p. 19). A unique situation in the
Middletown Valley context is the high number of government employees. Often the
occupation question ends awkwardly due to security restrictions. Thus, questions
regarding previous occupations may be helpful. Questions on religion should focus on
finding out the other person’s background. Gibbs (2011) suggests more general questions
before asking the deeper more personal questions such as “What is your religious
background; Have you been a (Methodist) all your life; Do you attend a church; which
church do you attend; Does your whole family attend together?” (p. 19). The last step in
this method is to share our testimony. Gibbs suggested focusing on the gospel of Christ
more than on why we chose a particular denomination (p. 19).
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Testimony
Why give a testimony? Schweer (1984) points out how advertisers figured out
long ago the power of a short testimony and have spent millions sharing these short
stories during ads (p. 81). Gibbs (2011) says, “There is nothing as influential to convert
others than our own testimony of what God has done for us” (p. 62). Downy (1996)
claims that we cannot be a genuine Christian and not share our testimony (p. 11). Terry
and Dodd (1951) say that “fundamentally, all soul-winning is a matter of testimony” (p.
11). Our story is a powerful tool to share with others. Sonderman (2010) lists four
reasons why this is so: (a) “It is unique. There is no other story like yours”; (b) “People
can relate to it”; (c) “No one can argue with it. You can argue with facts and theology but
no one can argue with what God has done in your life”; and (d) “It is a window to Jesus.
They will see Jesus in your story” (p. 59). Each and every individual experience life
differently, and common experiences can be shared to bring others to Christ.
What is a testimony? Ritchey (2011) gives his definition: “Reflecting on the past
sinful condition allows the individual’s attention to recall the moment of salvation. Each
believer is prompted to remember the experience of recognizing the gift Christ offered as
a way out of hopelessness” (p. 51). A testimony is sharing our experiences of God with
others. While many believe this to be their life story from start to finish, Harney (2009)
says most want to hear what God is doing for us now (p. 203). He says; “Christians don’t
just have one testimony; we have many. Our testimonies are stories of God’s power and
presence in our lives. Every new day brings fresh stories of God’s goodness and grace”
(p. 199). Miles (1983), in contrasting testimony and autobiography, states that “a
testimony deals with just one or two clips out of one’s spiritual life script” (p. 177).
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Hanks (1983) says to look for the little testimonies happening in our lives every day and
share them (p. 54). Sometimes there is no time to share the whole story so understanding
the many smaller testimonies, as Harney points out, is vital. Harney gives one more
important point to a testimony. He shares that “a witness to what God has done in our
lives speaks volumes . . . When we give an authentic and passionate testimony, we
declare that we really do believe in a God who is active and powerful. We are not just
playing religion” (Harney, 2009, p. 204). There is a need for Christians to know their
testimony and share it. Gibbs (2011) gives a solution to a commonly raised concern about
people who have been raised in the church their whole lives and who do not have a
specific conversion story. He says, “Conversions are not all alike. Jesus impresses the
heart, and the sinner is born again to new life. Often souls have been drawn to Christ
when there was no violent conviction, no soul rending, no remorseful terrors. They
looked upon an uplifted Savior; they lived” (p. 63). Everyone has a testimony to share; it
could be what God has done today.
Sonderman (2010), Gibbs (2011), Harney (2009), Earley and Wheeler (2010),
Miles (1983), Gray and Gray (1999), and Ford (1977) all give outlines to help prepare
one’s testimony. Gibbs (2011) suggests that a Christian follow a three-step outline:
Describe “my life before I accepted Christ” and the problems I faced before knowing
him; share “how I became a Christian,” where Jesus found me, and what made me turn to
him; and finally, reveal “my life since becoming a Christian” (p. 63). Earley and Wheeler
(2010, p. 250) and Gray and Gray (1999, p. 19) agree with Gibbs, giving similar threestep outlines. Miles (1983, p. 179) and Ford (1977, p. 144) both share an identical fourstep outline, splitting up step two (“how I became a Christian”) into two different steps
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(how we came to realize we needed Christ and how we became a Christian).
Harney (2009) combined Gibbs’ last two steps and suggested that a testimony
should be a “before and after” (p. 209). What was our life like before we came to Christ
and what is it like now? Splitting the last step into two, as Gibbs did, has strengths
because it puts a particular focus on what the event was that made the change. Sonderman
(2010) provides a more detailed approach, taking his readers through an outline for
writing a testimony (p. 60). His approach is similar to both Gibbs’ and Harney’s as he
asks readers to find a theme to follow, a before and after (p. 60). The main difference is
that Sonderman (2010) suggests adding Scripture to our story and sharing its impact. The
outline is finished with an assignment to write out the testimony in 100 words or less (p.
60). While Sonderman’s approach seems more clinical it may help someone who has
never done this before.
The focus on multiple testimonies is the greatest strength in Harney’s approach.
He went on to give nine tips to consider when sharing our testimony:
1. Ask for permission and don’t be pushy
2. Use ordinary language
3. Start briefly and share more as it becomes appropriate
4. Highlight God’s presence and power
5. Clearly present the before and after picture
6. Share the source of life transformation
7. Let the joy shine through
8. Communicate with humility
9. Remember you have many testimonies (Harney, 2009, pp. 205-211).
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In the context of friendship evangelism, looking for what God is doing in our life
this week will provide a never-ending pool of short stories to share with our friends. If
permission is given and time permits, sharing a whole life testimony will have merit as
well. The personal testimony of who Christ is to us and what he is doing in our life will
be the most useful tool in sharing Christ, but it is not the only one.
The Gospel
The personal testimony shares who God is to us, but sharing the gospel of
salvation is the next step. Posterski (1989) claims that “no one encounters Christ on their
own. Almost always other Christians are involved” (p. 160). Porter (1992) says that
people should not wait until the gospel comes up in a conversation, but should ask
questions that will deliberately direct the conversation to the Bible (p. 34). Sanders
(1967) points to questions others ask as a way to start a gospel presentation (p. 54).
Hanks (1983) says that sharing Jesus through friendship evangelism will also include the
Bible (p. 60). As Harney (2009) puts it, “We can love people, pray for them, and serve
them, but there comes a time when they need to hear the message of Jesus Christ, the
gospel. Every believer can naturally present this simple, clear, and life-changing
message” (p. 217). In Gibbs’ (2011) words, “Presenting the gospel is the most important
thing we do” (p. 57). Sonderman (2010) actually places sharing Christ through the Bible
as a better tool than a personal testimony. He says, “To work with men, the Lord has
given us the greatest tool: the Bible. The Bible reveals God’s purpose for our lives,
promises to live by, and principles to order our lives by” (p. 33). It should not have to be
said, but Hanks (1983) states that when we share the Gospel, we need to be honest (p.
61). Do not try to change what the Bible says to avoid conflicting or embarrassing
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situations. Finally, there is a need to share the gospel naturally. Hanks (1983, p. 60) and
McCloskey (1986, p. 203) agree that practice will help a presentation sound natural.
Sonderman (2010) gives two specific ways to share the gospel with others. The
first way he called the “Do/Done.” In his Christian life, he first tried to “Do,” meaning he
tried to “do” all the work to receive salvation. Then he realized he could not earn
salvation and said, “Christianity is spelled D-O-N-E.” Christ did it on the cross (p. 61).
Sonderman suggested using this “Do/Done” to show the difference between a Christian
life of works and grace. The second way he suggests is the well-used “bridge diagram”
associated with Billy Graham, where the gospel is illustrated by a chasm filled in with a
cross that allows the sinner to avoid the pit of death and pass over to God by the grace of
Christ (pp. 61, 62). These two approaches share the gospel in its simplest form. While
they might be overly familiar to many Christians, if used properly, they can illustrate the
sinner’s need for Christ.
Harney (2009) suggests using the Bible to share “the best news ever” (p. 221). He
points out that “the Bible teaches over and over again that God loves you more than
words can express. The whole story of the Bible is filled with this message” (p. 221).
There are five different approaches Harney shared through personal experiences he has
had. The first he called “the record book” (p. 225). For example, he shared with a couple
the need for their records to be wiped clean and how Christ could answer that need (p.
226). The second approach Harney called “the Romans road,” where he opened his Bible
and studied, verse by verse, leading someone to Christ (pp. 229-231). Harney had
highlighted key texts in his Bible and used them to drive the conversation. The third way
is the same as “do versus done” suggested by Sonderman (2010). Harney talks about an
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experience at a Subway restaurant where he was able to use this technique to talk to a
woman serving him (pp. 231, 232). The fourth approach is the “A.B.C.’s (accept, believe,
confess) of salvation which he shared with a group of Boy Scouts (pp. 232-234). Finally,
he shares “the bridge of life” approach with someone at a coffee shop (pp. 34-39). This is
the same approach Billy Graham used and Sonderman quoted. Each experience was
different, based on the situation the author found himself in.
Brooks (2013) shared the good news that “local community fields are ripe and are
ready to be harvested by Christians that are not afraid of the gospel of Christ” (p. 32).
While there are many ready for the harvest, many have not yet been identified. Gibbs
(2011) charged Christians to “spend quality time with those who are ripe for the truth.
Those who are green or nearly ripe should still get our attention but it should be
proportionate to their interest level” (p. 93). The problem many face when getting
involved in friendship evangelism is that they focus all their time on the green fruit. It is
the Holy Spirit who convicts of sin (John 16:8), and Christ on the cross that draws people
to himself (John 12:32). It is an innate desire of Christians to have their friends be with
them in heaven. This can lead to individuals working faster than Christ and the Holy
Spirit in attracting an individual. The human heart is drawn to those we are closest to and
may hinder us from reaching ripe fruit while we wait for loved ones to ripen. While they
should not be ignored, time and efforts should be directed to those who are making steps
towards eternal decisions.
Gaining Decisions
Getting involved in friendship evangelism is comparatively easy. People like to
spend time together, and being involved with friends can be enjoyable. Even sharing
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what God did for us might not be too hard to bring up in conversation once in a while.
Where friendship evangelism seems to fail is in moving the friend to a place where he or
she wants to give his or her life to Jesus and join a church. Getting people to make a
decision can be extremely difficult at times. This section will focus on application
methods, conversation skills, and tools to break down barriers that can be used to help
with gaining decisions.
Application Methods
Kallenberg (2002), Knowles (1997), Earley and Wheeler (2010), Pickard (1998),
Pawson (1975), and Hunter (1992) all have lists of varying lengths that discuss the steps
needed to get someone to make a decision for Christ. These lists can be summarized in
four general stages: introduce people to Christ, provide enough information, invite them
to accept Christ as their personal Savior, and challenge them to change.
There are many methods to introduce a person to Christ, but they all start with
creating an interest. Hybels and Mittelberg (1994) shares the indirect method, looking for
opportunities to create interest in Christ through everyday conversations (pp. 140-144).
Earley and Wheeler (2010) talks about the need to create a curiosity in other people (p.
71). Pickard (1998) links involvement in Bible study with this introduction (p. 103).
Pawson (1975) talks about shifting the conversation to the “world inside” or spiritual
things (p. 87). Hunter (1992) shared a basic list called the adoption process, with
awareness and relevance comprising the first step (p. 76). The theme is the same: create
an interest in the person to want to know more about Jesus.
Once there is a curiosity, the next step is to provide enough information. Knowles
(1997) says we need to have accurate information and be confident in the source (p. 87).
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Earley and Wheeler (2010) said that this step requires enough information to convince
someone of a need to follow Christ (p. 71). Kallenberg (2002) warns that the Christian
life requires a new language and paradigm shift (pp. 38, 39, 42). Christians tend to use a
variety of terms with which the non-Christian is unfamiliar. These words need to be
defined (Ford, 1977, p. 155). Adequate information must be conveyed for this dramatic
change to take place.
Once people have enough information, the next stage is to invite them to accept
Christ as their personal Savior. To invite people to Christ, we must ask them to follow
Him (Torres, 2001, p. 64). Information is useful, but there must be a specific invitation.
Earley and Wheeler (2010) call this step converted (p. 71). Pickard (1998) says that it is a
“challenge to surrender” (p. 103.). Hunter (1992) calls it adoption (p. 76).
When someone has accepted Christ, the final stage is to challenge him or her to
change. Hunter (1992) talks of the need of reinforcing the decision (p. 76). Pickard
(1998) gives a challenge to live the Christian life (p. 103). A converted life, according to
Kallenburg (2002), requires a changed social identity (p. 32). A person living the
Christian life often has to give up old friends, hobbies, lifestyles, and even work. This
change is difficult, and he or she needs to be brought into close Christian community.
Conversation Skills
Without communication, both verbal and nonverbal, there would be no means for
the Christian to share Christ with anyone. In fact, without communication there would be
no friends to evangelize. Now in our communication, a person may be able to win an
argument, but, Koukl (2009) cautions, “effective persuasion in the twenty-first century
requires more than having the right answers” (p. 19). Koukl echoes Kerr’s (2011)
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argument that we must be ambassadors. He says, “Even though there is real warfare
going on, our engagements should look more like diplomacy than D-Day” (p. 19).
Communication is not about winning arguments; it is about winning friends to
Christ. Geisler and Geisler (2009) talk about the shift in the 21st century; they said that
“the world’s perspective on those who believe in an absolute truth has also made our task
more daunting” (p. 22). When it comes to friendship evangelism, Christians need to be
clear and deliberate in what they say to win friends; it is not what they say about doctrine,
but what they say about Christ that is important. However, if one has not heard, any
information given is irrelevant. Reisner (1930) says that there is need for a quiet,
undistracted environment when having meaningful conversations (p. 176). Distractions
dilute the message the non-believer is trying to hear.
Distractions can also affect the listening skills of the Christian who is witnessing.
Active listening places thoughts and attention on the person who is speaking. Active
listening shows respect. Sahlin (1990) says, “Disciplined listening embodies unselfish
love and compassion at a practical level” (p. 51). The response portion of active listening
is just as important. The actual phrasing of our response can have positive or negative
effects (Johnson, 1981, p. 143). Gortner (2008) uses the term evangelistic listening,
described as asking questions that get at the spiritual condition of the person and then
carefully listening for the responses (pp. 135, 136). Quality conversation skills start with
hearing not only what people say, but what they actually mean. This might require
reflecting back on what was heard. After one has heard, then one needs to respond.
Basic manners and positive mannerisms are critical in effective oral
communication. Exum (1970) says that speech must be filled with enthusiasm (p. 124).
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Dever (2007) agrees that conversations need to be filled with joy (p. 60). Gray and Gray
(1999) say to be agreeable and kind (p. 74). In Whitesell’s (1997) long list on how to give
an invitation, being optimistic is an important theme (p. 24). There needs to be a positive
tone to our conversations; they need to encourage and give hope. This might require a
change in attitude. Kleuser (2007) talks about the need for speaking in one’s own voice
(p. 51). When there is not a right attitude or the message is not fully adopted, there may
be a tendency to imitate someone else’s voice. This can lead to unauthentic
conversations. Another way to destroy conversations is through arguments (Gray & Gray,
1999, p. 75). According to Frost (2000), the most meaningful conversations happen when
Christians are comfortable enough to share their inner secrets and truly open up to
another (p. 46).
The most recent and helpful sources on friendship evangelism and effective
communication are Geisler and Geisler (2009) and Koukl (2009). Geisler and Geisler
(2009) give four practical ways to become more effective communicators. They refer to
“The Musician” and the active listener who pays attention for “sour notes” (p. 47). Active
listening teaches the Christian to become a listener first. In “conversations with our
nonbelieving friends, we may hear things that just do not sound right. They may sound to
us like sour notes” (p. 48). These include beliefs that contradict themselves and beliefs
that are absurd. Geisler and Geisler said that these “sour notes exist in non-Christian
belief systems, and these must be surfaced and shown for what they are. Learning how to
do this is a key part of conversational evangelism” (p. 60).
Once a “sour note” is heard, the Christian should “learn the role of the Artist”
(Geisler & Geisler, 2009, p. 65). “The Artist” paints a picture of what the friend says he
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or she believes (p. 67). This takes place by asking probing questions, which include
clarification and exposure questions (pp. 70, 72). The point of this is to reveal holes in
belief systems and leave the door open for the next stage, “The Archaeologist” (p. 89).
“Like an archaeologist, we want to dig into people’s history to discover their real
barriers and how they came to be on their current path” (Geisler & Geisler, 2009, p. 89).
“The Archaeologist” attempts to find the real issues within the conversation by digging
deeper. The first step is to find out whether or not the question is the fundamental
question or just a “smoke screen” put up to keep the conversation away from the real
problem (p. 89). Geisler and Geisler recommended determining whether an argument is
intellectual, emotional, or both before moving on (p. 91).
Once a barrier has been discovered to be an emotional barrier, “The Builder”
constructs a bridge between that barrier and the Gospel (Geisler & Geisler, 2009, pp. 93104). Six steps are given to accomplish this task. The first step is to find the right balance
between objective and subjective evidence (p. 105). Second, there is a need to find
common ground in order to relate to the friend (p. 106). After this, the Christian should
determine whether building an emotional or intellectual bridge would be more
appropriate (p. 111). Next, a basic outline needs to be memorized to defend the Christian
faith (p. 105). Fifth is to try and remove the barriers that are standing in the way of
accepting Christ (p. 116). Finally, opportunities should be sought where a Christian can
move from basic conversation to deep evangelistic discussion (p. 117). These six steps
combined help to build a bridge between the emotional or intellectual barrier and Christ.
Geisler and Geisler (2009) listed fundamental skills in effective communication
that will help the Christian be a “musician,” an “artist,” an
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“archaeologist,” and a “builder”:
1) Active listening, 2) positive deconstructionism, 3) a questioning approach that
allows others to surface the truth, 4) the boomerang principle, which involves
removing the burden of proof from us to them, 5) determining the real barriers to the
Gospel, 6) finding common ground, 7) a strategy for building a bridge to the Gospel
(both intellectual and heart bridges), and 8) a basic knowledge of the Christian faith
and what makes Jesus unique. (Geisler & Geisler, 2009, p. 38)
When a Christian approaches communication as a listener first, it changes the
whole approach of evangelism. There needs to be a significant personal understanding of
Christianity to be able to adapt to the situation. The strength in this approach is that it
places witnessing as a secondary goal and finding the barriers as the primary goal. Too
often Christians go out to witness without thinking about listening. They want to tell the
world what they know, but if they take some time to listen first, their communication will
be much more effective. Koukl (2009) agrees with many of Geisler and Geisler’s (2009)
suggestions, although he focuses on navigating a difficult conversation.
The goal of Koukl’s book is to teach people how to make the impact last even
after the conversation is over. He distinguishes between a strategy, which is what most
books teach, and tactics. Strategy, he says, “involves the big picture, the large-scale
operation, one’s position prior to the engagement” (Koukl, 2009, p. 25), while tactics
literally means “the art of arranging”; the focus is on the immediate situation at hand,
which involves the orderly hands-on choreography of the particulars (p. 26).
Koukl shares six tactics that can be used to help navigate a conversation.
Lieutenant Columbo was a detective on a TV program with a clever way of trapping the
criminal (Koukl, 2009, p. 46). His tactic, called the “Columbo,” was used to get people to
admit they were wrong (p. 46). This involved going on the “offensive in an inoffensive
way by using carefully selected questions to productively advance the conversation” (p.
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47). “Never make a statement, at least at first, when a question will do the job” (p. 47).
Open questions like “what do you mean by that?” or more obnoxiously “Why?” will
probe the conversation for the real issues (p. 50). When a belief has been uncovered by
asking questions, the Christian is to hear their reason for what they believe, or the
“burden of proof” (p. 58). Once the “burden of proof” is determined, the question can be
asked, “How did you come to that conclusion?” (p. 61). After that, “leading questions”
that direct the conversation in the direction we want are used to reach the conversation’s
objectives (Koukl, 2009, p. 68).
Koukl (2009) called “suicide” a more direct application of the “Columbo” tactic.
He says, “There is no need to expend energy addressing views that are bent on destroying
themselves. They die by their own hand, saving you the trouble” (p. 107). This is more
specific than Geisler and Geisler’s (2009) “musician” approach, which looked for the
“sour notes.” The postmodern claim that “there is no truth,” Koukl (2009) points out, is a
perfect example of a “suicide” belief.
“Taking the roof off” helps to discover the accuracy of someone’s worldview
(Koukl, 2009, p. 143). This can be accomplished in three steps: “reduce the person’s
point of view to its basic argument, assertion, principle, or moral rule”; put ourselves in
their shoes and see where it leads; and finally, when a problem is found, expose it (p.
146).
Koukl (2009) took on the frustrating role of being in a conversation with a
“steamroller” (p. 157). These are people who control the conversation through whatever
means necessary. Three simple steps are given to try and deal with a steamroller: “Stop
him, shame him, leave him” (pp. 160-163). Do not waste a lot of time in conversations
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where one is being steamrolled. Give a chance for it to stop; if it does not, leave.
The “Rhodes Scholar” is a tactic where someone uses an “authority source,” such
as a pastor, science, or statistics, to try and overpower a conversation (Koukl, 2009, p.
167). The tactic “hinges on the difference between informing and educating. When an
article tells you what a scholar believes, you have been informed. When an article tells
you why he holds his view, you have been educated” (p. 167). An article that informs has
little use in a discussion, whereas an article that educates should be considered, according
to Koukl (2009, p. 168).
Koukl (2009) labels the last tactic as “Just the facts, ma’am,” from the police
show Dragnet (p. 176). This tactic should be resorted to when incorrect information is
used in a conversation. It is only necessary to use two things: “Just the facts, ma’am”—an
understanding that many arguments against Christianity are based on bad information,
and a basic knowledge of the facts (p. 176). Share the flaws of the argument and show
why it is wrong.
Both Geisler and Geisler and Koukl provided help to become better at
communicating. Koukl (2009) focuses on tactics, while Geisler and Geisler (2009)
stressed strategies. There is strength in having a strategy for conversation; it allows
people to go through the whole process beforehand. Its weakness, though, is that
strategies are harder to adapt in the moment. Koukl (2009), however, requires a much
deeper knowledge before engaging in conversations. Coming into a conversation with the
six tactics and a solid knowledge of the Bible seems to be the better method of
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communicating. These skills will prepare a Christian to engage in life-changing
conversations.
Barriers to Decisions
Asking people to make a firm decision for Christ is asking them to change their
lives. This is not always done with joy and ease, which leads to barriers that must be
overcome. Marsh (1997) lists the challenges of class and race as two challenging barriers
(pp. 54, 55). Ratz, Tillapaugh, and Ausburger (1990) went into more detail by adding
education, culture, social customs, and even habits leading to a lack of trust (p. 18).
Norton (2005) cautions about the prejudice a Christian has as a barrier in relation to
meeting with race and culture barriers (p. 113). Witnessing to a different demographic
group can raise significant barriers that need to be understood and overcome.
There are other major barriers to decisions. McCloskey (1986) said that people
can be too proud to admit they need help (p. 204). Macaulay and Belton (1956) warns
that if decisions are not made immediately, then procrastination itself can become the
barrier (pp. 168, 169). Barriers are also raised when there is not enough information
provided before a decision is asked for. Neighbour (1990) tells how this could result in
excuses that are like symptoms to a disease. Christians need to get through the symptoms
to get to the real reason or disease (p. 148). Sometimes the barrier is caused by the
Christians themselves. Smith (1992) says that Christians can become the barriers when
their behavior does not match their beliefs (p. 137). Lawyer and Katz (1987) caution
about creating a barrier by not listening enough and talking too much (p. 20).
Part of communicating is dealing with differences. Brooks (2013) believes that
“when questions arise, it can be the perfect opportunity for the Christian to explain in
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further detail and bring the person into enlightenment about the truth. Allowing a person
to ask questions about confusing theological differences and allowing them to become
more knowledgeable about Jesus brings about knowledge and conviction” (p. 31). Each
question, when worked through, can draw a friend closer to Christ. There are a number of
suggestions given for dealing with tough questions and objections.
Tough questions do not need to be scary questions if approached in the right way.
Kerr (2011) provides the most important tip in dealing with these questions: “be honest”
(p. 137). Gibbs (2011) provides the easiest approach to a tough question; bounce it back
to the person asking the question (p. 80). Asking an individual the same question will
sometimes allow that person to answer the question for us. “Never assume you know it
all,” Kerr (2011) warns (p. 203). To this point, Gibbs (2011) suggests asking for time to
study the question oneself and answer it later (p. 81). Finley and Finley (2002) says we
should take our answers directly from the Bible (p. 85). Sometimes the difficult questions
are being raised too early in a friendship. Gibbs (2011) suggests telling the friend that we
will address the question at a later time (p. 81). When engaged in friendship evangelism,
we do not need to answer every question at one time. Leave the harder questions for
when our friend has already accepted Jesus. Often these hard questions are honest
questions friends have and, with a little time and patience, they can be answered.
However, sometimes they hit a nerve and the friend will raise objections.
Dealing with objections can be tougher than dealing with hard questions.
Therefore, Geisler and Geisler (2009) provide helpful insights to guide a Christian
through the process:
Listen carefully to the objections a person raises against God to detect erroneous,
presupposed ideas of who He is. Explore these premises with the objector to help him
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see these judgments about God for himself. Clearing up wrong ideas on the very
nature of God will provide valuable insights for the person struggling to understand
God and the Bible. (p. 156)
The process of dealing with objections, if done properly, will often lead the friend
closer to God. When an objection is raised, Geisler and Geisler (2009) suggest, “figuring
out if the barrier is understanding Christianity or embracing it” (p. 139). The two are
dealt with differently. If a question is a question of understanding, then more study of the
topic might help. If it is embracing it, the friend might need to be led to Jesus again. It is
possible that the barrier is neither, and more time is simply needed. Pollard (1997) warns
that changing people’s world view takes time, “sometimes a very long time to perceive
the inadequacies of a particular world view” (p. 71).
Gibbs (2011) provides four types of questions to help get past these emotional and
intellectual barriers. When an objection arises, first ask action-oriented questions: “How
is God asking you to apply this truth” (p. 105)? Follow these up with probing questions:
“Can you still do what you’re doing” (p. 107). Next, ask diagnostic questions: “What is
holding you back” (p. 108)? Then, finish by giving an appeal to follow and accept the
truth. Gibbs gave one last word of advice: “When assisting people to make positive
decisions for truth, you need to speak to their heart more than their intellect” (p. 105).
Dealing with tough questions and objections can be intimidating, but it can also
be rewarding. Taking a friend through the process will fill the Christian with joy when
the barriers are removed. Remember though, it is the Holy Spirit’s job to convict; it is our
job to deliver the message. It helps to follow Hollinghurst’s (2010) advice, looking to see
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where God is already working in that life is much more effective than trying to force
conversations about God (p. 247).
Ethics
Discussion on decision-making has to take into account the ethical dilemmas that
can arise. In his essay on Christian ethics, Sider (1989) says that humans are so corrupt,
they need to consider ethics (p. 123). Augsburger (1964) agrees (p. 51). Jauncey (1978)
says, “Soul-winning is a penetration into another person’s inner life…. It should be done
only with the deepest sense of personal delicacy and with the utmost care for his sensitive
feelings” (p. 116). What is the motivation to witness? This topic can generally be
separated into two categories: self-centered and others-centered.
Self-Centered
There are many reasons why a Christian can be self-centered when it comes to
witnessing: growing the church, getting a baptism, or personal success are a few wrong
motivations. Neil (1929) added witnessing for our own reputation or comfort, as well (p.
116). Eisenman (1987) gives power as a wrong motivation that is incompatible with love
(p. 105). When the motivation is wrong, it is easy for the method also to be wrong. Engel
(1979) warns of spiritual brainwashing, manipulation, or using outright deception or lies
to get a decision (pp. 202, 203). Even when the motivation is right, the delivery can be
wrong. As Stone, Patton, and Heen (2010) say, “Good intentions don’t sanitize bad
impact (p. 50). “That’s just who I am,” “If they don’t like it, too bad,” and “That’s the
way God made me,” are not acceptable excuses to treat someone poorly. Griffin (1983)
summarizes it well: “Any persuasive effort which restricts another’s freedom to choose
for or against Jesus Christ is wrong” (p. 28).
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Others Centered
Ethical decision-making can only happen when true love is the motivation. Ellis
(1952) says that compassion needs to be our motivation (p. 157). Fox and Morris (1984)
defines the word agape as “love shown by the desire to help the object of its devotion
rather than to possess it” (pp. 25, 26). A Christ-like love for others needs to be the
foundation for our motivation to witness. However, true love gives true freedom of
choice, even if the choice is rejection. Lawyer and Katz (1987) argue that the key to
integrity is helping others achieve their own outcome (p. 17). Schweer (1984) says that
they need to be satisfied with the decision (pp. 108, 109).
True ethics in decision-making has to take into account the fact that someone
might choose not to make the change we desire. Manipulation, brainwashing, coercion, or
intense pressure have no place in ethical decision-making.
Conclusion
While the literature focused on in this review are the relevant works available,
they are just the latest in a long line of writing on the subject. Nevertheless, there were
some insights gathered that were used in implementing the project.
Christians have raised many mental barriers to witnessing, thus allowing them to
sit comfortably in their pews and not tell others about Christ. These barriers are very real
and must be addressed. It could be as simple as sharing what the barriers are and how
they are false. Once a barrier is removed, there should be some preparation for getting
involved in friendship evangelism. It is a relief to understand that the work of conversion
is not ours, but that of the Holy Spirit. We are just the messengers. It also helps to
understand that not everyone we may come in contact with is antagonistic towards the
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message. Both Kerr (2011) and Koukl (2009) give excellent definitions of the role of
ambassador. When this is fully understood, Christians will be in full-time evangelism
mode.
The section concerning first contacts provided feasible ways to find unchurched
friends. Dayhoff (as cited in Newman, 2012) and Gibbs (2011) give very practical ways
to find friends easily who are already connected to us or open to our church. When it
comes to taking friendship evangelism to the next level, Harney (2009) provides the most
practical advice. Testimonies do not have to be our whole-life story; they could be what
God is doing for us now. This works when time does not allow a whole life story.
When studying communication, many skills were reaffirmed while some new
ones were discovered. The most practical came from Koukl (2009). Instead of teaching
strategies, it is more important to deal with tactics. This allows more control over the
conversations no matter where they start or where they go.
The work of the Christian in evangelism revolves around sharing Christ with
others, whether that leads to conversion or not. Koukl (2009) best sums up a common
theme found in most of the works reviewed:
I never set out to convert anyone. My aim is never to win someone to Christ. I have a
more modest goal, one you might consider adopting as your own. All I want to do is
put a stone in someone’s shoe. I want to give him something worth thinking about,
something he can’t ignore because it continues to poke at him in a good way. (p. 38)
He goes on to say that “not all Christians are good closers”; some will
never reap the harvest. Their job is to plant the seed (p. 39). There are some who
have a gift for reaping.
Is harvesting—getting decisions for baptism—really a ministry only for
those who have a gift? Or can every Christian be trained to lead others to make a
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decision for baptism? Can some of the skills discussed in the “Gaining Decisions”
section be used to help the regular Christian in this process? This project sought to
answer these questions.
The works reviewed in this chapter guided the process of training and
implementing friendship evangelism in the church. Once members were more
deliberately involved in friendship evangelism, a second training session was
conducted to implement some of the strategies in the “Gaining Decisions” section
of this review.
Witnessing is a privilege not just for the pastor and Bible worker, but also
for all Christians. The joy of leading someone to make a decision for baptism is
unparalleled. This joy, once felt, can be a motivating factor to help through the
tough times. It is a joy all Christians must experience.
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CHAPTER 4

AN INTERVENTION IN FRIENDSHIP EVANGELISM AND
GAINING DECISIONS FOR BAPTISM

Middletown Valley Seventh-day Adventist Church has a challenge that is
common to many other churches: how to encourage friends of the church to become
members. The Adventist Church has many programs designed for bringing people into
the church. The end of every evangelistic cycle focuses on getting decisions, yet
decisions for baptism or profession of faith do not take place. Friends are people who
come to social events and special programs, but have not joined the church as members.
This intervention seeks to teach members how to get a decision for membership from
their friends.
The theological insights from Chapter 2 and the literature review in Chapter 3
were developed into an educational theory that was then tested through implementation.
The plan was a four-week program, that taught members how to get their friends to make
decisions to join a church either through baptism, profession of faith, or membership
transfer. To achieve this objective, the intervention focused on two core principles:
teaching and multiplication.
Jesus summarized these two core values in the Great Commission to his disciples
when he said, “Go therefore and make disciples of all the nations, baptizing them in the
name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe all
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things that I have commanded you; and lo, I am with you always, even to the end of the
age” (Matt 28:19, 20 NKJV). The intervention sought to teach members how to become
multipliers by reaching their friends.
Educational Theory
The theory for this intervention was based on insights gained in the theological
reflection and literature review sections. The theological reflection focused on biblical
characters and their methods for getting people to join God’s church. The literature
review went over different strategies to involve members in the process of gaining
decisions for baptism. This theory attempted to teach participants methods for moving a
friend from friendship into membership. To accomplish this goal, the theory uses
Walshe’s Stages of Relationships as a framework. Walshe says that in order to become
part of a community, a person must go through four steps: fellowship, friendship, bonded
relationships, and finally, community (Walshe, personal communication, May 5, 2014).
This project focused specifically on the transitions from friendship to community. Walshe
(personal communication, May 5, 2014) said that trust must be built to move between
these two stages.
Four Stages to Trust
The examples studied in the Bible show four main stages to getting decisions:
meeting other’s needs, meeting our needs, sermonic appeal, and personal request. Not
everyone makes a decision the same way. While some might be won through meeting
other’s needs, others might not have needs at all. It is also true that multiple stages might
need to be used to gain a decision. White (1942) summarizes how Christ implemented
these stages:
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Christ’s method alone will give true success in reaching the people. The Savior
mingled with men as one who desired their good. He showed sympathy for them,
ministered to their needs, and won their confidence. Then he bade them, “Follow
Me.” (p. 143)
In order to have an education program resulting in multiplication, this theory took
individuals through all four stages.
Meeting Others’ Needs
Meeting the needs of others is at the foundation of many church-outreach
programs. Adventist Community Services have been set up to respond to people in need
after natural disasters. Church food banks fill the need of hunger in communities. Health
lectures that teach better diet and lifestyle have the goal of limiting illness in the
participants. Christ was the perfect example for us and we see him healing the sick,
feeding the hungry, and giving freedom from guilt by forgiving sins wherever he went
(Matt 20:19-34; Mark 10:46-52; Luke 18:35-43). Christ also instructed his disciples to
meet the needs of others when he sent them out (Matt 10:1, 10; Mark 6:7, 13; Luke
9:1, 2).
The theological reflection revealed just how powerful a tool meeting one’s needs
could be. Jesus with Zacchaeus, Elisha, Absalom, and Rehoboam all used this method to
persuade the people to follow them. Although some are negative stories, we see the
power of the method.
Meeting Our Needs
While meeting the needs of others is a popular form of outreach in churches,
allowing others to meet our needs is not. If people do not have a perceived need, they are
not likely to come to a program designed to meet that need. However, when a church has
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a need and asks for help, that same individual might be willing to give time, money, and
resources to help meet the need. The Bible shows Moses implementing this method with
his brother-in-law Hobab when he asked him to help lead the Israelites through the desert
(Num 10:29). Jesus employed this method when he asked Zacchaeus to provide for his
need of food and shelter (Luke 19:1-10). In my personal experience, this method works
better with the affluent. Middletown Valley has focused programs on meeting basic
physical needs. Since most of their basic physical needs are supplied, they find
fulfillment in providing for others’ needs. However, they may have other spiritual,
intellectual, or emotional needs that they are not even aware of that the church can meet.
Asking this group to meet our needs gives them a reason to make a decision to join.
Sermonic Appeal
While meeting the needs of others and allowing them to meet our needs are great
ways to get decisions, there often needs to be an appeal to secure the decision. Robinson
(2001) said that the best sermon, no matter how biblical or well thought-out, is not worth
preaching without an appeal (p. 106). Elijah on Mount Carmel, John the Baptist by the
Jordan, and Peter at Pentecost are all good examples of sermonic appeals encouraging
individuals to make decisions (1 Kgs 19:19-21; Matt 3:2-12; Luke 3:10-14; Acts 2:1441). The sermonic appeal has been successful with countless evangelistic series to get
decisions for baptism.
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Personal Request
While a sermonic appeal might get some to make a decision, a personal request
might be needed to reinforce the decision made or get a decision not yet made. These
requests do not have to come from the pastor or the evangelist, but can come from a
personal friend. The earlier theological reflection section broke down the personal request
into two sections: removing obstacles and making promises.
Objections must be met in order to get a desired decision. The first excuse stated
might not be the real obstacle keeping someone from moving forward. Joab, Jesus, and
Elijah all overcame obstacles this way. Finley (1994) warns that “if there is not adequate
information given before asking for a decision then the request could have negative
consequences” (p. 18). Obstacles must be dealt with if implementation is to be a success.
There are multiple examples in the Bible of promises used to encourage someone
to make a decision. Ehud promised Israel victory over the Moabites (Judg 3:28), David
promised to provide for Barzillai (2 Sam 19:33, 35), Nabuzaradan promised Jeremiah
protection (1 Kgs 19:4), Jesus promised the disciples employment (not paid, but an
assurance that God would provide) as fishers of men (Mark 1:16), and Peter promised
power from the Holy Spirit at Pentecost (Acts 2:38). Making a big decision can scare
people, but learning of God’s promises can help reassure them that change is for the
better.
Moving On
The theological reflection section brought out one last important step:
multiplication. Sometimes multiplication is hindered when efforts are used on individuals
who will never make a decision for membership. I have personally seen Bible studies that
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have gone on for years without any decisions made. Jesus counseled the Seventy and the
Twelve to move on when those they are ministering to do not listen (Luke 9:4; 10:10,
11).
Conclusion
In summary, here are four main methods the Bible teaches for getting individuals
to join God’s people. Meeting the needs of others is possibly the most used in the
Middletown Valley Church. The church has been improving its ability to allow others to
meet our needs. The sermonic appeal has, throughout the ages, won decisions, while the
personal request can be equally as powerful. Some people might require one method,
while others might require multiple methods. The goal of this project was to test this
educational theory through the following implementation.
Implementation
To test this educational theory, an intervention was implemented between May 14
and December 31, 2016. The focus was not on the friends of the church, but on the
church members who were then the ones to reach those who needed to make decisions.
This process was broken down into two main stages. The first trained the participants,
and the second was the participants’ implementation. The goal was to develop a onemonth program that could be used by other individuals in their own churches to get
decisions for baptism. The remaining six months were used to apply the program and see
if the intervention resulted in multiplication.
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Recruitment
The intervention sought to recruit 15 participants for training and implementation.
These people were active members from the Middletown Valley Seventh-day Adventist
Church, at least 18 years old, either male or female. Recruitment included an
announcement in the bulletin through the month of April asking for volunteers. Two brief
presentations during the announcement period were given on April 2 and April 23. These
presentations explained the intervention, its core values of teaching and multiplication, as
well as the desired outcome. They also gave potential participants an indication of their
required involvement.
On April 23 and April 30, a sheet was passed around collecting names of
individuals who wanted to participate in the project. Everyone who signed up had an
opportunity to participate. Following the worship service on April 30, participants were
asked to stay behind and fill out a survey to give baseline data. The survey was
anonymous, with participants only choosing from a scale of 1 to 10 to avoid
identification. The surveys were placed in envelopes, and once all were collected, they
were given to me. The survey asked four questions: (a) How many days per week do you
read your Bible? (b) How many times per day do you pray? (c) On average how many
people per day do you talk to about the Bible, God, or salvation? and (d) How many
Bible studies have you given? Participants were also given the schedule of the
intervention at this meeting and given the option of dropping out if they did not feel they
could participate actively.
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Teaching
The program consisted of four weekend meetings. Each weekend included a
sermon given to the entire church, then two separate hour and a half meetings in the
afternoon for the participants. The first weekend’s focus was on the spiritual development
of the participants. The second weekend was on teaching Walshe’s Stages of
Relationships. The third weekend focused on getting decisions through meeting the needs
of others and allowing others to meet our needs. Finally, the last weekend taught
participants how to give a sermonic appeal and/or a personal appeal. Each session was
recorded to allow participants to hear any information they might have missed. However,
there was an emphasis made on perfect attendance since many meetings included group
activities.
First Weekend
On the opening weekend of the intervention, May 14, 2016, the goal was to bring
about revival in the church and in the participants’ lives. The sermon focused on the
sanctuary service of the Old Testament and linked the daily practices of reading the
Bible, prayer, and witnessing with the Holy Place and its service. The goal was to see
each member become active every day in all three areas.
The first meeting in the afternoon focused on prayer. Each participant was paired
with two other participants as prayer partners. The three were then asked to meet in
person or on the phone daily for the next month. In addition, Middletown Valley
currently has a daily prayer line at 6:00 am, and participants were also invited to join that
group in prayer. The groups were asked to pray for three specific things each day. First,
they were asked to pray for the outpouring of the Holy Spirit in their lives. This included
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seeking his guidance as they sought to minister to their friends. Second, they were asked
to pray for five specific people they wanted to reach. Finally, they prayed for a divine
appointment (an interaction led by the Holy Spirit to witness for Jesus) that day in which
they could witness.
In the meeting, the participants were also asked to think of five friends they were
in contact with at least twice a week, an idea taken from Smith (2009, p. 5). The people
on their list needed to be local, not live far away. Time was given during this meeting for
prayer and thought to develop a list. The list of names was not recorded or presented to
me. The intervention was not limited to these five friends. The purpose was to have
participants think about ways they could interact with these five friends each day during
their prayer time. The first meeting closed by encouraging the participants to read their
Bible, pray, and witness every day.
The second meeting focused on the essential requirements for successful
multiplication, namely removing barriers. This class studied the instructions given by
Jesus when He sent out the Twelve and the Seventy. The goal of this section was to
remove the barriers that were studied in the literature review. According to Kerr (2011),
“Fear is a powerful thing—a tool the enemy uses, that can actually capture the mind and
cause false reality to appear real” (p. 107). This section taught Kerr’s three steps to
overcoming fear (pp. 113, 114). To overcome the fear of witnessing to friends for
example, the goal is to point to the power of conversion. Harney (2009) says “as we
collaborate with God to reach out to others, we must understand that only the Spirit of
God can convict a person of sin” (p. 173). The session ended by sharing statistics from
Kerr about witnessing and first-contact steps to make with friends.
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The goal of the weekend was to teach participants that they were required to
witness and give them hope that they could be successful at it. Participants were asked to
have devotions every day, pray with their prayer team, and ask for God’s guidance as
they sought to witness to friends. Participants were also asked to contact each of the five
people on the outreach list they had developed earlier, let them know that they were
praying for them, and ask if they had any requests (Smith, 2009, pp. 124, 125).
Second Weekend
The second weekend, May, 21, 2016, sought to cast a vision of what the church
could become as a true community. This weekend taught the Stages of Relationships
(Walshe, personal communication, May 5, 2014). The sermon focused on the New
Testament Church to show what a Christian community looks like. The two afternoon
sessions focused on teaching how to move an individual from fellowship to friendship.
When individuals attended the first afternoon session, there was time when they
could share with their prayer team any experiences they had had during the week or
interactions with their five friends from their prayer list. Next, an overview of the four
stages from fellowship to community was taught. The participants were asked to identify
which stage of relationships each of their five friends were currently at. Tools were given
to help participants to have spiritual conversations. Gibbs (2011) suggests the acronym
F.O.R.T., which allows people to share their testimony slowly (p. 19). Sonderman’s
(2010) and Harney’s (2009) tips to develop one’s own testimony were also taught. The
remainder of the time was used to practice conversations that demonstrate movement
from each stage. The goal was to teach participants to be aware of the intimacy between
them and their friends and know what to do to get that relationship to the next stage.
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The second afternoon session focused on the final stage of fellowship to
community, how to move from bonded relationships to community. The goal was to
teach members that if they wanted their friends to make a decision to join the church,
they needed more connections with others in the church. This section gave tips on how to
introduce a friend to church members. Participants were asked to find a way to introduce
their friend to someone in their prayer team.
The goal of this weekend was to teach members how to evaluate friendships and
encourage them to take those friendships to the next stage. The hope for the weekend was
to have participants move their relationship closer to community within their prayer
teams. Participants were asked to continue what they were taught in week one, while
adding the goal of introducing their friends to one of their prayer partners.
Third Weekend
The sermon for the weekend looked at the story of Moses and Hobab in the book
of Numbers with an appeal to find ways to allow others to meet our needs. Meeting the
needs of others was the topic of the first afternoon session, and the second session
focused on allowing others to meet our needs. The goal was to give participants methods
derived from the Bible to help friends make decisions to become members.
The early afternoon session looked at the stories of Absalom, Rehoboam, and the
Twelve disciples being sent out to show how we get decisions by meeting the needs of
others. Participants were encouraged to brainstorm needs their friends might have and
how they could fill them. There was also an emphasis on connecting friends with other
participants who might be able to fill a need like the maiden did for Naaman. The goal of
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this session was to look at how meeting the needs of others can assist in gaining decisions
for membership.
The last session of the day focused on the stories of Moses, Zacchaeus, the
woman at the well, and the sending of the Twelve and Seventy by Jesus. Participants saw
how allowing friends to meet their needs or the needs of the church could assist in getting
decisions for membership. Time was given at the end to think of ways they could allow
their friends to meet their own needs.
For the weekend, the goal was to have participants plan multiplication in their
friendships. Participants were encouraged to get small decisions as the friendships moved
through the stages of relationships. However, they were encouraged to wait until the final
stage was reached and community was formed with their friends before they asked for
decisions for membership. Participants were asked to continue their daily prayer, Bible
study, and witnessing during the next week. They were also asked to have face-to-face
contact with their friends during the week.
Fourth Weekend
On the final weekend, June 4, 2016, we studied methods to get decisions for
membership. The sermon focused on Peter at Pentecost and his appeal—both sermonic
and personal—in Acts 2. The first afternoon session looked at the importance of the
sermonic appeal, and the second session considered the personal request. The goal was
for participants to actually plan ways they could make requests to their friends for
decisions.
Not every participant will ever preach a sermon. Participants were given time to
study one of three stories on Elijah, John the Baptist, or Peter to understand the
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importance of the sermonic appeal. They then came together and discussed their findings.
In the session, I shared examples of successful appeals through sermons, evangelistic
series, and other meetings. Participants were then encouraged to invite their friends to the
special Visitor Sabbaths, and ultimately, to the evangelistic series in October 2016.
The last session of the weekend looked at the importance of the personal request,
while taking into account the two different topics studied in the theological reflection.
Participants became aware of how objections can be overcome and received tools to be
successful in that endeavor. Then, the participants were shown the importance of how
promises help objections in the personal appeal. The session ended with a section
encouraging participants to focus primarily on people with whom they see growth.
Moving on can be hard, but Jesus was very clear about it in his instructions when he sent
out the Twelve and the Seventy (Luke 9:4; 10:10, 11).
When the weekend was over, the participants were asked to continue with their
prayer team for the remaining five months of the intervention. They were also
encouraged to continue their daily Bible study and witnessing.
Conclusion
At the end of the four-week training session, the goal was to have participants
actively move friends through Walshe’s stages of relationships. The desired outcome had
them meeting with their friends at least once a week in social activities and inviting
others from church to join them. The core values of teaching and multiplication were
judged at the end of the six-month intervention.
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Implementation
Following the four-week training course, the participants implemented what they
had learned in their own lives. This section of the intervention included monthly meetings
to assess and review. There were also church-organized events to invite friends to Visitor
Sabbaths, Bible studies, and an evangelistic series. Then at the end of the implementation
on January 7, 2017, one final meeting was held to gather various results.
Monthly Meetings
On the second Sabbath of each month, a one-hour meeting was held after the
worship service to refresh participants and answer questions. These meetings began with
testimonies of what God had been doing in their friends’ lives. The next section focused
on corporate prayer, where the emphasis was on seeking the Holy Spirit to guide their
witnessing efforts. The next 15 minutes were a time of question and answers. Finally, the
last fifteen minutes refreshed participants on the stages of relationships and the methods
that were useful to get decisions.
Church-Organized Events
The intervention began on May 14 in order to fit well with the church’s
evangelistic cycle. The goal was to judge the success of the four-week program against
growth in previous years. Therefore, no new series or outreach events were added to the
church’s evangelistic calendar. The church has a yearly cycle of evangelism, which
includes, for example, Visitor Sabbaths, Bible studies, and evangelistic series.
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Visitor Sabbaths
While the church service at Middletown Valley seeks to be visitor-friendly every
week, special Sabbaths are held which encourage members to invite friends to church.
These weekends vary in length and topics. Some are just the regular Sabbath services,
while others include multiple meetings throughout the weekend. During the intervention,
there were six of these weekends where participants were encouraged to invite their
friends to church.
Bible Studies
Before and after every evangelistic series, there is a promotion to get Bible
studies. That year, the Middletown Valley Church mailed out interest cards, which should
have affected the outcome of this intervention. However, ascensions gained through
interest card contacts were not included in the evaluation of success. Participants were
encouraged to invite their friends to either a personal Bible study or a group Bible Study.
Evangelistic Series
In October of 2016, I led a three-week evangelistic series at the Middletown
Valley Church. This was the best opportunity for friends to come and hear a sermonic
appeal. The topics preached followed evangelist Shawn Boonstra’s series which he was
developing for Chesapeake Conference pastors.
Final Meeting
On January 7, 2017, one final meeting was held to gather data. A survey was
given to each participant to rate their involvement anonymously. There were six
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questions with Yes or No and a scale of 1-10; participants were asked to circle their
answers.
1. How many days per week do you read your Bible?
2. How many times per day do you pray?
3. On average, how many people per day do you talk to about the Bible, God, or
salvation?
4. How many Bible studies have you given?
5. Do you feel your spiritual life has improved because of this program?
6. Did your friendships move to a different stage?
This survey was to have been compared with the survey given at the beginning to see if
there was any actual difference or perceived difference in the participant’s spiritual life.
The purpose was to see if the training was effective or if the success was because the
participants’ spiritual lives had drastically improved. Unfortunately, as explained in
Chapter 6, I was not able to make the comparison because of the lack of sufficient
surveys submitted at the final meeting. The success of the program was also evaluated at
this time by examining how many friends had become members.
Conclusion
Members witnessing to friends is the best evangelistic tool in the church (Kidder,
2011, p. 116). The goal of this intervention was to equip members to be active in getting
decisions for membership. The educational theory had been developed around the core
values of investment of time, challenge of faith, verbalization of the invitation, teaching,
and multiplication. There are multiple ways people make decisions in the Bible, and we
can use each of them today. The intervention sought to apply the theory in a practical,
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four-week course. The goal was to add this program to the church’s yearly evangelistic
cycle. As new members joined through the evangelistic series in the fall, they entered into
a discipleship class. That class taught them what it means to be a follower of Christ.
When that class ended, this program began helping them become multipliers by inviting
their friends to join the Middletown Valley Seventh-day Adventist Church.
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CHAPTER 5

A NARRATIVE ABOUT THE PLANNED INTERVENTION
IN FRIENDSHIP EVANGELISM AND GAINING
DECISIONS FOR BAPTISM

The Middletown Valley Seventh-day Adventist Church (Middletown Valley) has
a diverse Sabbath worship attendance that includes non-members who regularly attend.
The goal of the implementation was to find an effective method to bring those individuals
into church membership either through baptism or profession of faith. This intervention
began in April with recruitment, which resulted in 17 participants, surpassing the original
goal of 15. Then there was a four-week training seminar that taught the participants the
skills needed to get decisions from their friends for church membership. Each weekend
was divided into three meetings: a sermon given during the morning worship service, a
review session, and a training session. Six months were allocated for the participants to
implement such training after the seminar. During that time, monthly refresher meetings,
special Visitor Sabbaths, monthly focus topics, Bible studies, and an evangelistic series to
provide decision opportunities were offered. Each stage of the intervention was recorded,
and a concise description is given in this chapter. While there were variations in the
intervention from the original plan, none of the changes had a perceived effect on the
outcome.
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Recruitment
To reach the goal of 15 participants, recruitment took place over a month.
Beginning on April 2 and running through May 14, the Middletown Valley Church
bulletin ran the following announcement:
Friendship Witnessing: Pastor Josh will be implementing his doctoral project in this
church beginning May 21. This includes a four-week program that will train members
how to witness to friends and a time to evaluate the program’s effectiveness. If you
would like to participate in the study please sign up on the lists provided. If you have
any questions please ask Pastor Josh.
The original plan was to begin a short presentation of the program on April 2, however
this was delayed until April 9. The second verbal announcement was given on April 23.
The Chesapeake Conference encouraged its churches to participate in Shawn Boonstra’s
“Shadow Empire” evangelistic series on the weekend of April 30, and since the service
was dedicated to that program, no announcements were made that day. The sign-up
sheets were passed around on May 7 and 14 to collect names of individuals interested in
the program. A verbal invitation was given on May 21 for anyone to join who was still
interested. The survey originally intended for April 30 was given before the first meeting
on May 21. The goal was to recruit 15 individuals to participate in the study. At the first
meeting on May 21, there were 22 individuals who attended the training, with 17
agreeing to participate in the implementation.
Training
The four-week training course was held in the sanctuary of the Middletown
Valley Seventh-day Adventist Church. The worship service and first training sermon
began at 11:00, and the afternoon session began at 2:00 pm. On weekends two and three,
the review session began at 1:00 pm, and at 12:30 on the fourth weekend. Each weekend
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held its own challenges and provided useful changes to the program for the following
year.
Weekend One
In 1 Corinthians 12, Paul described the Christian Church as a body made up of
individual members and said that each member is vital to a healthy body (1 Cor 12:1231). The goal of the first weekend was to instill this thought in the congregants, giving
them a desire to participate as active members in the evangelistic effort of the Church.
This took place over three meetings: the morning sermon, and two afternoon training
sessions.
Sermon
The sermon outlined the daily duties of the priests in the Holy Place and their
spiritual significance for us in our daily lives. Each of the three articles of furniture in the
Holy Place were studied and applied to the priest’s daily ministry. Congregants were
encouraged to make Bible study, prayer, and witnessing part of their daily lives.
The study about the Altar of Incense, representing our prayer life, challenged
members to develop and strengthen their daily prayer habits (Ps 141:2). Congregants
were asked to spend time in prayer both in the morning and evening, asking for divine
appointments and interactions through the day where God would use them to be
witnesses.
The study about the Table of Showbread, pointing to Jesus (John 6:32-33, 48),
connected Jesus to the Bible (John 1:1, 14). Congregants were challenged to spend time
each day studying the Bible with the goal of getting to know and love Jesus more. A
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challenge was given for each member to commit to reading at least one verse a day out of
their Bibles.
Finally, the sermon studied the meaning of the Golden Candlestick. This study
compared the candlesticks to the Church (Rev 1:10-12) and the flame to the Holy Spirit
(John 15:26). The application was then made that the Holy Spirit works through the
individual members in the Church to be a light to the world (Matt 5:14-16). Congregants
were challenged with the goal of witnessing daily to someone, whether it was their
spouse, children, neighbors, friends, or strangers. Each day they were to tell someone
about God.
The appeal at the end of the sermon asked those listeners who would commit to a
week where all three areas would be practiced in their lives to stand. Almost every
congregant stood, accepting the challenge.
Afternoon Session One
The goal of the first training seminar was to start small prayer groups among the
participants. This session began by participants completing the Informed Consent Form
(see Appendix B). Next, the Baseline Survey (see Appendix C for the Friendship
Witnessing Baseline Survey) was given to the participants with the goal of establishing
their self-assessed spirituality at the beginning of the program. For this section of the
training, an envelope was placed on the front pew and I left the room until everyone had
finished.
Time was spent explaining what a small group was and dividing up participants
into groups. Participants were asked to form groups of three that were of the same
gender. The purpose for this was that the groups would eventually divide and multiply
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and I did not want groups where a male and female were meeting alone. I instructed them
to try and find new people whom they might not know as well. Most groups followed
these instructions with the exception of the male elders who formed one group.
Once groups were formed, the participants were asked to pray for names of
individuals with whom they wanted to share Jesus. They were asked to make a list of
three to six people who lived locally, with whom they had weekly contact, and in whom
they were prepared to invest time. Many participants could not think of three people who
fit that description, so more time for reflection and prayer was given. In the end, every
participant had at least three people they were praying for.
The session ended by asking each group to make time, at least once a week and as
often as they liked, to meet for the next four weeks. Their meetings could be either in
person or on the phone. I made available my conference call number which every group
ended up using. Most groups decided to meet once a week, while two groups decided to
meet every day. Each call, or meeting, was to include three objectives. First, they were to
pray for the outpouring of the Holy Spirit in their lives. Second, they were to pray for the
people on their list individually, by name. Finally, they were to pray for a divine
appointment each day to be a witness. An unexpected benefit to groups using my
conference call number was that I got a text message each time someone called in. I was
not able to see who it was or how many called in, but I was able to see that the groups
were active. I also did not call in and check on any of the groups during their prayer
times. At the final training seminar, the groups all said they had been faithful in meeting
for prayer.
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Afternoon Session Two
The last meeting of the first weekend focused on training the participants. The
emphasis was on removing barriers to witnessing. This session presented information
covered in the literature review chapter and followed the guideline presented in the
methodology section. The session began with a Bible study from Luke 9 and 10, the
sending out of the Twelve and the Seventy. This focused on the instructions given by
Jesus and on how they applied to the current program about witnessing to friends.
The remainder of the time considered specific barriers to witnessing with the help
of “Keynote slides” (see Appendix D for the “Overcoming Fear Keynote Slides”). The
majority of this time was spent on Kerr’s (2011) steps to overcome fear (pp. 107-114).
Following the session, time was given for questions and answers. This time turned into a
discussion time with many participants giving their stories of the fear of witnessing and
overcoming such fears. The session ended with a review of the day and a challenge to
participants to hold to the commitments they had made that day. This included the daily
commitment to Bible study, prayer, and witnessing, along with their commitments to
their group. The over-all assessment at the end of the meeting was one of excitement,
with participants sharing their hopes for the program.
Weekend Two
The second training weekend, which took place on May 30, was focused on the
idea of community. The goal was to give congregants a biblical view of what a unified
church looks like. The weekend was divided into four meetings, and the sermon focused
on the church in the book of Acts. There were members who wished to participate, but
who were not present the first week, so there was a review meeting conducted before the
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first afternoon session. The afternoon session taught Walshe’s Stages of Relationships
(A. R. Walshe, personal communication, May 5, 2014). This weekend, six of the 17
participants were missing due to the Memorial Day weekend.
Sermon
The focus of the message at church was unity in the church. The key passage was
Acts 4:32-35. In the Early Church, the Holy Spirit worked among the believers to bring
unity on three levels. First, there was spiritual unity: “Now the multitude of those who
believed were of one heart and one soul; neither did anyone say that any of the things he
possessed was his own, but they had all things in common” (Acts 4:32 NKJV). The
sermon shared that this unity can only come when the Holy Spirit is present in the lives
of individual members, and the congregants were challenged to allow the Holy Spirit to
work in their lives to bring unity.
The sermon also focused on ministry unity (Acts 4:33). The study linked the
purpose of the Early Church in Acts to the Great Commission given by Jesus in Matt 28
to be a replicating church. A challenge was given for members to value the church’s
mission of replication instead of selfishness, for them to be more focused on bringing
others to Jesus than on fulfilling personal interests.
We, then, studied the material unity found in the Early Church (Acts 4:34-35).
The challenge was given to be a church where none of our members should be in need. If
a member is found to have a need, the challenge was given to meet that need. The
challenge was also extended to meet the material needs of the church through local
offerings.
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The message ended with a verbal invitation for members to choose community
over individualism, ministry over selfishness, and fellow members over possessions.
Members were asked to raise their hands during the prayer if they wanted to ask God to
make changes in their lives to help them reach these goals.
Review Session
The sessions were originally supposed to be recorded so participants who missed
a session could catch up on the material at home. The recordings of the first weekend
failed, so a review session was set up before the afternoon meetings on the second
weekend. This session went so well that the remainder of the meetings followed the same
pattern. Two new participants joined the group through this meeting. The session covered
a brief synopsis of the sermon and sessions one and two from the previous week,
spending most of the time setting up the group and discussing the commitments made the
previous week.
Afternoon Session
The original plan was to teach the Stages of Relationships during the sermon, then
review them in more detail during two afternoon sessions. The morning sermon included
the material that was going to be used as an introduction for this session, therefore only a
brief review was necessary. The afternoon sessions were combined into one as the
material could be adequately covered in one session.
The afternoon session began with sharing experiences. Three participants
expressed their happiness at making new friends in their small prayer groups. One
participant said they never would have chosen the group they were in, but they would not
want a different group. One note of interest was the seating arrangements. The first
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weekend, people sat with their spouses or spread apart from one another. This week
almost everyone sat with their prayer groups. After sharing experiences, time was taken
to present the stages of relationship through the “Keynote slides” (see Appendix D for
“Friendship Witnessing-Community Keynote Slides”). Each stage was outlined and
examples were given of how to move a relationship to the next level.
For the first step in the relationship progress—from acquaintance to friend—the
F.O.R.T. (Family, Occupation, Religion, Testimony) acronym was discussed, as taught
by Gibbs (2011, p. 19). A notable comment about sharing religion in the workplace led to
an unplanned discussion about what to do and how to balance job requirements and
witnessing. The last stage of F.O.R.T., testimony, taught members what a testimony is by
using multiple definitions: Sonderman’s (2010) definition, Harney’s (2009) definition,
and finally, Gibbs’ (2011) definition (pp. 57-59; p. 203; p. 63). Then the participants
practiced giving a testimony to each other.
Step two of building relationships, from friendship to bonded relationship, was
presented without deviation from the original plan. The expressions on the participants’
faces showed real interest in the topic. Time was given for participants to share relevant
stories. Some expressed that they had bonded relationships in Middletown Valley, and
others believed they did not.
There was a special emphasis on the last step, bonded relationships to crossbonded relationships, as this was the main part of the project—investing time,
overcoming challenges in faith, and gaining decisions. Examples were taught as to how
this had been effective in the church. Time was then given for participants to evaluate the
list of friends they were praying for and evaluate the stage of relationship that best fit
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their assessment. Once that was completed, the challenge was to work on the
relationships through the summer to bring them into community, with the understanding
that it is easier for people to make decisions for Christ when they are already part of the
community. Participants were encouraged to pray during the following week for specific
interactions with the friends on their list and for guidance from God as they sought to
develop the friendships further. Participants were asked to make contact with each person
on their list that week and ask them if they had any prayer requests. The session ended
with time for the small groups to pray together.
Weekend Three
The first two weekends set the groundwork for the question this project
addressed. In the third weekend of June 4, participants were taught how to verbalize the
invitation and get their friends to make decisions for membership. The sermon taught
how we can get decisions by letting others meet our needs. The afternoon was broken up
into two sessions, the first being a review of the previous weekend for those who missed
it, and the second a discussion on methods for gaining decisions for membership through
meeting needs. There were 15 of the 17 program participants present for the weekend.
Sermon
Attendance during the sermon was sparse, with only 45 present. A fluctuating
attendance is normal since most of the congregants are transplants from around the world
and often go back to their countries for vacations. The focus on the sermon was to share
the benefit of allowing others to serve God’s church actively through meeting our needs
and giving them the opportunity to serve. The key text for the sermon was Numbers
10:29, where we studied the interaction between Moses and Hobab.
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A verbal invitation was made for congregants to allow others to help them out.
Comments following the service focused on the debate around Hobab’s relation to
Moses, and how to allow others to help us without appearing to take advantage of them.
There were multiple comments where individuals said to me that this idea went against
the American way of life, individualism, and the drive to provide everything for one’s
self.
Review Session
The review session had six participants in attendance, two of whom had been
there the previous week, but wanted the refresher. The majority of this time was spent
discussing the stages of relationship and how to move from one stage to the next. There
was not enough time to cover the material with the depth preferred, but enough was
shared to cover the necessary information. The biggest problem with doing a review
session as opposed to making a recording is that participants are a week behind the rest of
the group.
Afternoon Session
Before the afternoon session began, there was continued conversation over the
morning sermon and the lessons taught by Moses and Hobab. This session was originally
planned to be two separate sessions, but the structural changes applied the previous week
worked well and were attempted again. This session felt rushed, and in hindsight, should
have been divided into the two original sessions. The session consisted of Bible studies
that taught the importance of meeting the needs of others in gaining decisions for
membership. The time ended with further Bible stories and discussion from the morning
sermon about gaining decisions through allowing others to meet our needs.
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Part one of the afternoon session studied the stories of Absalom, Rehoboam, and
when the Twelve disciples were sent out. The goal of this session was to show biblical
evidence for meeting the needs of others. Special emphasis was placed on asking for a
decision when we meet needs. The next time this material is presented, the study about
Absalom will be excluded as it was expressed that this story was more an example of
manipulation. The discussion that followed highlighted the importance of asking for
specific decisions. This highlighted all the events held where no invitation had been
given. From this discussion, ministry leaders, who were also participants, worked to give
specific verbal invitations for decisions in their felt-needs ministries.
The last part of the afternoon session picked up on the theme of the sermon—
getting decisions through allowing others to meet our needs. The Seventh-day Adventist
Church has many evangelistic efforts focused on meeting the needs of others, and less
time was spent focusing on that method. The concept of getting decisions by allowing
others to help us was new to some. Therefore, I had placed this topic last to allow for
extended discussion time. Next time this seminar is taught, I will place this part first, then
study meeting others’ needs, and end the session with the keynote presentation. The
reason for this is to continue the discussion that was already happening before the
meeting about the morning’s sermon, thus making the flow of the meeting more logical.
This part of the session continued the discussion of Moses, but included the Bible
stories of Zacchaeus and the Samaritan woman at the well, and ended with the Twelve
and the Seventy whom Jesus sent out to meet people’s needs. Following the study, time
was spent discussing why it was hard to allow others to help us. Participants felt this went
against cultural norms. However, there was agreement that those cultural norms kept
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people from ministry opportunities. One participant stated that she had been doing this
with her neighbors all along and did not realize it. She said she would be deliberate in
asking for decisions in her relationships.
This weekend, like the last two, we shared new concepts with the participants,
thus creating an atmosphere of excitement for the overall program. Participants were
asked to continue their daily Bible study, prayer, and witnessing, as well as involvement
in their small groups. They were instructed to look for small decisions they could get
from the people on the list, saving the invitation for membership until the individual was
part of the church community. Finally, they were asked to attempt face-to-face contact
the following week with the people on their list. Next time this session is given,
bookmarks will be handed out at the end of each weekend listing the commitments and
goals for each week.
Weekend Four
The last of the training weekends took place on June 11 with 17 participants
present. The Adventurer Club was away on a Conference campout which took four
participants away from the meetings. This weekend followed the same format as the
previous three. The sermon was entitled “Just Ask: Gaining Decisions.” The afternoon
sessions consisted of review and study of the last two methods to get decisions: the
sermonic and personal appeals. Finally, time was given to discuss objections that might
be raised when asking for decisions. The seminar ended with time to organize the followup.
Sermon
The sermon “Just Ask” reviewed the two methods to gain decisions studied last
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week: meeting the needs of others and allowing others to meet our needs. Then, it
introduced the last two methods studied in this paper: the sermonic appeal and personal
request. The main Bible text studied, Acts 2, has recorded Peter’s personal and sermonic
requests. Congregants were encouraged to find any opportunity they could to ask their
friends to make positive decisions. The sermon listed the visitor weekends and
evangelistic series to which they could invite their friends. Congregants were challenged
in the appeal to invite one person personally to an event in the months of June and July.
Review Session
The review session began 30 minutes earlier to allow time to cover the material
fully. This week, there was only one individual who attended the review session, which
allowed for full coverage of the materials in the time originally planned. The majority of
the time was spent studying the biblical examples of Moses and Hobab, Zacchaeus, and
the Samaritan woman at the well, all examples of allowing others to meet our needs.
Afternoon Session
The afternoon session began by inviting the participants to choose one of three
Bible stories to study, Elijah, John the Baptist, or Peter, and then to share what they
learned about the importance of the sermonic appeal. When the time ended, the
participants shared their thoughts which were written down on a whiteboard. The
discussion that followed addressed the importance of the sermonic appeal to gain
decisions. This first part of the session ended with challenging the participants to invite
friends on their list to church for one of many events where they could hear a sermonic
appeal.
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The personal appeal, while included in the other three methods, can be a standalone option to gain decisions. Participants were asked to think of different kinds of
appeals that are found in the Bible, and a list was made. Time was then taken to discuss at
what stage in the relationship the Bible characters were with the other when they made
requests of them. Finally, examples of different levels of personal requests were given.
For example, “May I have a drink of water?” is a relatively non-intrusive request. On the
other hand, “Would you like to get baptized?” is a request that required more
commitment.
The “Keynote slides” (see Appendix D for “Gaining Decisions for Christ Keynote
Slides”) taught Kerr’s method on how to overcome objections. After the material was
presented, there was a time for the participants to role play within their set groups. One
participant would raise objections, another would try to answer them, and the third would
observe and comment. Evaluation of this exercise found it was of little value. It is hard to
try to make up false objections which hide the main objection. The time for this exercise
was cut short after two rounds because of confusion among the participants.
The training ended with time to reorganize the groups and give instructions for
follow-up. Participants were asked to invite one more church member into their small
group, making it a group of four. They were asked to meet together with all four through
July and were given the opportunity to make any changes necessary. For example,
opportunity was given for groups to change if there was a conflict of meeting times. No
group ended up changing or deciding to stop praying at this point. Participants were also
encouraged not to get discouraged if a relationship was not moving forward. The
challenge was given to focus on those relationships that were progressing and not spend
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much time and effort on those who were not willing to change. They were encouraged to
continue in their daily Bible study, prayer, and witnessing, and to be faithful to their
prayer groups.
Implementation
Following the training weekends, the remainder of the year was used to evaluate
the effectiveness of the program. This consisted of monthly refresher meetings, special
Visitor Sabbaths, a monthly focus, Bible studies, and an evangelistic series. The goal was
to provide opportunities for participants to ask for decisions from their friends by the four
different methods taught: meeting other’s needs, meeting our needs, sermonic appeal, and
personal request.
Monthly Refresher Meetings
If one area of the whole implementation could have been strengthened, it would
have been the monthly refresher meetings. Middletown Valley is a small church where
members often have different roles. At the time of planning the intervention, there were
two fellowship meals a month, and most of the Saturday afternoon meetings were held on
those two days. Early in 2016, the decision was made to stop one of those meals, so every
department wanted to meet on the second Saturday of each month. This made the
monthly refresher meetings a challenge as participants often had other meetings to attend.
Two of these meetings were changed. The first was in the month of August, when the
meeting was changed to the fourth Saturday to avoid those conflicts, but only three
participants were present that weekend, and the rest were on vacation. Then the October
meeting was canceled because of the evangelistic events taking place that month. There
was a definite need for refresher meetings, and in future implementations, they will be
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held once a quarter, instead of monthly, in an attempt to increase their perceived value as
participants felt monthly meetings were too excessive.
Special Visitor Sabbaths
Soon after a pastoral change in 2014, the church conducted its first Natural
Church Development survey and program. Our lowest score revealed that members did
not feel the church was a safe place. This was reflected in a lack of trust among members
with an unwillingness to share problems with each other and unwillingness of members
to invite friends to church because they did not know what to expect each week. Another
problem was that Middletown Valley shares a pastor with the Catoctin View Church, so
two times a month, there are guest speakers. Some of the speakers invited did not share
visitor-appropriate messages. The church decided to prioritize making church a safe
place. One of the results were Visitor Sabbaths when members could invite friends,
knowing that the program would be visitor-friendly. Having a safe church has become a
core value at Middletown Valley, with every Sabbath being called a Visitor Sabbath.
However, for this implementation, Visitor Sabbaths were made really special by wearing
name tags, practicing music, and having members up front who would be friendly and
speak off topic. Members were also encouraged to be friendly and talk to someone new
who walked through the doors. Finally, special attention was given to our meal
afterwards to make sure there was plenty of good food.
Participants were asked to invite those on their interest list to these Visitor
Sabbaths. Instructions were given to invite the people who were closest to the fourth
stage of the relationship process first, those in cross-bonded relationships. Then they were
to work down the list. The hypothesis was that individuals in cross-bonded relationships
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would be more likely to say “Yes” than an acquaintance. In practice, it was discovered
that more acquaintances came than other groups.
July 9
The focus on this weekend was archaeology, with the sermon focusing on the
story of David and Goliath and the excavations at Khirbet Qeiyafa. Attendance was low,
with only 56 worshipers. There were eight visitors; however, none of them came because
participants had asked their friends. Participants reported that they did invite people, but
they could not attend due to prior engagements. A sermonic appeal was given at the end
for participants to ask Jesus to be their Guide and Savior by standing. Everyone stood in
response to the invitation.
July 23
Of all the Visitor Sabbaths, this one was the best attended with a total of 117
present; 42 of them were visitors. This was the Vacation Bible School (VBS) closing
program and many visitors came to see their children. The order of service was changed
from the normal weekly service in order to highlight VBS. Two friends invited by
participants attended the event. Not including this weekend as one of the special
emphasis Visitor Sabbaths would have been more beneficial because of the change in
service. There was a 15-minute video and recognition time for VBS attendees that made
the service last until 12:40, forty minutes past the usual ending time. The sermonic appeal
offered further Bible studies to any interested. Three people accepted the offer, one of
whom was on a participant’s list.
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August 27
The focus of this weekend was mental health, specifically depression. Attendance
was low with 12 visitors of a total attendance of 41. This weekend was not advertised as
well as the others, and no one from the participants’ list of friends came. As reported
earlier in the monthly meetings, the majority of the participants themselves were not
present at the service. A sermonic appeal was given for individuals to accept Jesus into
their hearts by raising their hands during the prayer.
September 24
The final special Visitor Sabbath was held one week before the major evangelistic
campaign. The focus of the weekend was the power of prayer, inviting those present to a
deeper prayer life. The total attendance was 97 with 19 visitors, one of whom came
through a participant’s invitation. The service ended asking for a decision for individuals
to give their hearts to Jesus; an invitation to be baptized was also extended and two
children accepted.
Conclusion
Overall, the special Visitor Sabbaths felt forced into an already busy schedule
with little or no perceived value. Normally, special Visitor Sabbaths are not held over the
summer except for VBS Sabbath because of vacations. In future implementations, there
will not be a focus on special Visitor Sabbaths during this time because the church was
not able to devote the effort needed to make them special. There was success, however, in
participants’ inviting friends to church.
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Monthly Focus
Each month, participants were asked to get different decisions from their list of
friends. The goal was to start with simple decisions, working up to a request for
membership. For the month of May, participants were instructed to ask their friends for
prayer requests. During the training seminar, testimonies were given of how easy it was
to get prayer requests from friends. During the month of June, members were asked to
meet the needs of their friends, then invite them to the special Visitor Sabbath in July. In
July, the emphasis was on asking friends for help, allowing them to meet our needs, and
then inviting those who had children to send them to VBS. In August, the focus was on
offering Bible studies to friends. Two Bible studies were started from invitations that
month. The focus in September and October was to invite friends to the evangelistic
series. The monthly focus helped participants ask for specific decisions from friends, and
three friends ultimately came to the evangelistic series.
Bible Study
The most effective method found for gaining decisions for membership was
through personal requests for Bible studies. Three individuals who had been attending
church but were not members accepted requests for Bible study. All three of these studies
came from a participant’s inviting these people to meet a need in our church through the
nominating committee process. They sought to fill ministry positions that required
membership and involvement, then asked the individuals to help us. This has been the
greatest success of the program, answering the question how do we get friends of the
church to make decisions for baptism. There are three other Bible studies continuing with
participants and their friends.
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Evangelistic Series
The planned highlight of the implementation was the evangelistic series. This
began on Friday, September 30, and concluded Saturday, November 6 with 20 topics
covered in between. The meetings were held at 7:30 on Friday, Saturday, Sunday,
Tuesday, and Wednesday nights, with some Saturday morning meetings the last two
weekends. There were so many other events through the summer that these meetings
were not advertised as much as in years past. As a result, attendance was low: the highest
evening meeting attendance was 40 and ended with 23 in November. Each night ended
with a sermonic appeal, an opportunity for attendees to make a specific decision either
through raising hands, standing, filling out a card, or coming down the front.
Three people who were invited by participants attended the meetings, and one
attended through to the end. Positive responses to sermonic appeals were recorded
throughout the meetings. However, none of those three made a decision to become
church members through those meetings. One made the decision to join later through a
request to meet our specific need.
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Survey
The survey given at the beginning of the training was followed up by a second
survey (see Appendix C for Friendship Witnessing Final Survey) on January 14 to
evaluate the effectiveness of the program. When the Chesapeake Conference published
their calendar in late 2016, there was a mandatory pastor’s retreat scheduled for that
weekend, so the final meeting was pushed forward one week to January 21. An
unforeseen family funeral made my attendance impossible and, due to a packed church
calendar, the head elder of the church was asked to conduct the surveys that weekend. He
was instructed to hand them out and have participants put them in a folder. Then secure
the folder in my office.
Conclusion
Even though the intervention was modified from the original plan due to changes
in the church program, the benefits to the church were tangible. While there are changes
that will be made to the training program, participants stated that it impacted their lives in
a positive way. The training program will be a key part of the evangelistic cycle at
Middletown Valley with the second annual training already underway. The four-week
format allows time for participants to practice what they have been taught.
The decision was made was to keep at least the training program for future years.
However, after also completing the program’s implementation, I believe that including it
is vital to the process. The intervention is the part of the program that needs the most
modifications. All 17 participants were active in the program until the end, and some
participated in getting decisions from their friends for the first time in their lives. The
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gains in the spiritual lives of the participants made the program worth the effort, let alone
the three longtime friends of the church who are preparing for membership.
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CHAPTER 6

EVALUATIONS AND LEARNINGS IN FRIENDSHIP
EVANGELISM AND GAINING DECISIONS
FOR BAPTISM

How can people who attend a church, yet are resistant to become members, be
convinced to join? How can decisions for membership be obtained? The goal is not to
coerce people so that church numbers increase, but to invite people into a saving
relationship with Jesus. Four weeks of training and six months of implementation of the
training put the hypothesis of this project to the test: people will make decisions for
membership based on personal requests and various approaches. For some, it is because
they have had their needs met by the church and want to be part of its community. For
others, it is their desire to serve others, and the church has either allowed them to meet
the needs of the community or provided the need itself within the church. Some will
make the decision thanks to a sermonic appeal either at the worship service or during an
evangelistic campaign. There are others who join because they are compelled by the
teachings of Scripture. Still others need a personal invitation to follow Jesus.
An evaluation of the intervention reveals that members can indeed be trained to
get positive decisions for membership by asking in a variety of ways. The intervention
was not perfect, and there are many recommendations for others who wish to attempt this
program in their own setting. In the end, this was a valuable learning exercise that
expanded the ministry of the participants and changed the way I conduct ministry.
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Method of Evaluation
To determine the effectiveness of the intervention, two methods were used. The
first was through surveys filled out by the participants themselves. The second method
analyzed the decisions made for membership.
The surveys were given to the participants at the beginning of the training and at
the end of the implementation in order to discover variables that might have affected the
outcome. The questions assessed the spiritual practices of the participants to determine
whether there were significant changes in their spiritual lives. The results of the first
survey were supposed to be compared to the last survey to see any changes. Changes in
the data were to be used to determine whether major changes in spiritual practices might
have had an effect on the outcomes.
The second method of evaluation was membership decisions from friends of the
church. This was evaluated based on how many friends of the church joined in direct
response to the participants asking them. To interpret the increase in membership,
individuals who joined Middletown Valley in 2016 were divided into groups. The first
was membership transfers, coming from another Seventh-day Adventist Church to
Middletown Valley. These individuals would not be included in the interpretation of
effectiveness of the intervention. The next group was those who joined the church
through baptism or profession of faith. This group would be analyzed further to
determine why they joined and divided into three sub-groups: those who were already in
contact with the participants and attending the church; those who were one of the
participant’s frequent contacts, but had not attended church; and those who joined
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through other means not connected to any participant’s efforts. The success of the
program would be evaluated from the growth of the two sub-groups who joined as a
result of the intervention.
Outcomes
The intervention had a positive impact on the participants and on the church. The
participants stated that their spiritual lives were improved through the process.
Furthermore, there are three long-time attendees of the Middletown Valley Church joined
the church either through profession of faith or baptism as a result of this intervention.
The intervention was measured through the surveys given and the study of membership
increase. However, the methods of evaluation did not show the true success of the
program, but instead, highlighted areas of weakness. Members were successful in asking
for decisions for membership. The seven non-members who were asked said they were
interested in joining and began Bible studies to prepare for membership. The four who
did not join still attend church but due to theological differences they decided not to join
the church.
Surveys
Unfortunately, an issue with the surveys made them unusable in the evaluation
process. There were originally 17 surveys returned during the training in May, but only
six final surveys were completed in January. If all 17 had completed the final survey,
results could have been compared through the change in responses. However, with only
six returned, the results were meaningless. Two new questions asked on the final survey
provide subjective results. Question 5 asked, “Do you feel your spiritual life has
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improved because of this program?” All six participants responded, “Yes.” This shows
that there was a perceived change in the participant’s spiritual lives via this program.
The final question asked, “Did your friendships move to a different stage
(Acquaintance, Friend, Bonded Relationship, Community)?” Three of the participants
said, “Yes,” two said, “No,” and one circled in between “Yes” and “No.” This question
was designed to see the effectiveness of the friendship training seminar. Data shows a
perceived 50% success rate in the friendship training seminar.
Decisions Made for Membership
Middletown Valley began the year with 107 members and concluded 2017 with
113. There were no deaths or transfers out, and there were four membership transfers in.
Of those transfers, two are Adventists in good-standing, simply moving into the area. The
others, are reclaimed Adventists—those who had been members elsewhere in name, but
not attending. They attended the evangelistic meeting and rejoined the church through
sermonic appeal, but those transfers are outside the scope of this project. According to the
method of interpretation, there was no successful growth in the two sub-groups that were
being measured.
However, three long-time attending friends of the church have made decisions to
join the church and are in various stages of the process. One of the program participants
nominated the three individuals to positions in the church that required church
membership. They were then asked to help Middletown Valley meet a need by filling
these positions. All three responded positively and agreed to Bible studies. One of the
three has completed the studies and has been cleared for profession of faith. The other
two are in the Bible-study process.
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According to the method used to evaluate the intervention this program did not
meet expectations. However, it seems that the methods used for evaluation were flawed
as the program did have some positive results with friends making decisions that are in
the process of fulfillment.
Conclusions
Middletown Valley is a small country church that has similar problems with other
churches. People come to the worship service and are involved in church, but do not
make a decision to follow Christ through baptism or profession of faith. Literature
studied provided some tools for instruction of program participants. The theological
review reshaped the project based on biblical conversion stories. Applying the
information informed a methodology that was implemented in May of 2016. The results
were then evaluated to understand effectiveness and changes were made for future use.
Theological Reflection
The theological study changed the proposed intervention drastically. Reading
through the Bible and asking the question, “How do God’s people ask others to become
part of His people?” gave insights that were absent in other literature. Scripture provided
four methods that were applied in the intervention. Meeting the needs of the decisionmaker could be the most common method used in the Seventh-day Church to get people
interested in making decisions for membership. On the other hand, allowing others to
meet our needs is not natural to the American mindset, where individuals typically
provide for themselves. Scripture showed success stories through both methods.
The third method is the sermonic appeal, a public, verbal invitation that has been
used successfully by evangelists for centuries. Finally, a personal request, a private,
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verbal invitation, is evident in many stories of the Bible. Some individuals might only
need one method to get a positive decision, while others might require more than one.
Witnessing to others about God is a requirement of the Christian, and Scripture
provides examples of successful witnessing. Christians should make an investment of
time daily to meet the needs of others, allow them to meet our needs, and ask for
decisions from friends. Some may need to be asked multiple times through various
methods. Others may need assistance to overcome challenges to their faith. Jesus said,
“The harvest truly is great, but the laborers are few; therefore, pray the Lord of the
harvest to send out laborers into His harvest” (Luke 10:2). Churches need active members
for the harvest because the mission of the church cannot be fulfilled only by the clergy.
Literature Review
While there is an abundance of information on the topic of decision-making, this
project primarily focused on relevant works current to the project, 2000-2015. The study
of these works gave an overall guideline for the intervention, as well as important topics
to be included. Overcoming barriers to witnessing was the first important step. Kerr
(2011) and Koukl (2009) call every individual an ambassador and said that witnessing is
not a choice, but a requirement of every Christian. It is vital to understand that conviction
is not the job of Christians, but the Holy Spirit’s. They just need to witness (John 16:8).
The literature also indicated that working with friends was the most effective method the
church could use to get decisions for membership. Gibbs (2011) and Dayhoff (as cited in
Newman, 2012) give methods to use to find unchurched people. The closer individuals
are to community with the church, the more likely they are to make decisions for
membership.
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The works reviewed in the literature gave a guide for the process of training and
implementing friendship evangelism in the church. Witnessing is a job not just for the
pastor and Bible worker, but also the natural outcome of being a Christian. The joy of
leading someone to make a decision for baptism is irreplaceable.
Methodology
The educational theory, which directed the formation of the intervention, was
guided by the literature reviewed and Bible passages studied. Kidder (2011) says,
“Members witnessing to friends is the best evangelistic tool a church has” (p. 116).
Therefore, membership involvement was crucial to the intervention. To teach the
educational theory, a four-week training seminar was developed. This focused on two
sections. The first taught members to connect their friends to the church through
Walshe’s Stages of Relationship. The second part of the training taught members four
different biblical methods to get decisions for membership: meeting the need of a friend,
asking a friend to meet a need, personal appeal, and the sermonic appeal. To evaluate the
effectiveness of the theory, an implementation was developed where participants could
ask their friends to make decisions for baptism.
Narrative of Intervention
The intervention did not follow the original plan precisely because of a busy
church calendar. Every change that was made was intended to strengthen the program
and not weaken it, but in some cases, good intentions yielded poor results. The four-week
training program taught participants to bring friends into closer community, and then
gave four methods to ask them for decisions for membership. The implementation of that
plan saw participants invite friends to join the Middletown Valley Church. There was
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excitement among the members throughout the program which kept attendance high.
Evaluation and Learning
Two methods were used to evaluate the intervention: a survey and membership
results. The purpose of the survey was to observe any outside factors that might affect the
results and see if there was any spiritual growth. The evaluation of membership results
showed the effectiveness of the training through implementation.
The intervention showed that members could be trained to ask for decisions from
their friends and that they were excited to be involved in the process. Out of the four
methods taught to gain decisions, asking friends to help meet our needs, was the most
effective way of getting positive answers. While the intervention did not meet evaluation
parameters, the long-term success shows the value of continued development.
In reflection, there were three key concepts that led to successful decisions:
investment of time, challenges of faith, and verbalization of the invitation. When
individuals make a decision to follow Christ, their lives are often drastically changed.
They may need a new job, new friends, new social activities, and, in some cases, a
complete lifestyle change. Observation showed that when participants invested time in
their interests, they were willing to make the decision. Success occurred faster when
multiple participants invested time in a single individual, creating a new community with
them.
In making the decision to join the church, interests often encountered a faith
challenge, such as Sabbath work issues. The Answering Objection Training helped
participants find the real challenge interests faced. These faith challenges seem to be
present in all the decisions made, which ultimately required interests to put their trust in
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God and allow him to meet their need.
Just asking, verbalization of the invitation, was a key concept that was missing in
many instances. In many cases, interests were willing to join the church if they were
simply asked.
Finally, the role of the Holy Spirit cannot be ignored. While this intervention was
being developed the church had 15 non-members regularly attending the church. A year
before the intervention began, Middletown Valley engaged in a plan to pray for 40 days
which resulted in eight of those individuals making decisions for membership. Here is
evidence to the marvelous power of the Holy Spirit to bring others to a decision. The
Lord works regardless of our plans.
Professional Transformation
To say that my method of ministry has changed because of this process would be
an understatement. My view of my call to ministry, study habits, writing style, and
understanding of how I interpret information have dramatically changed over the last four
years. Prior to pursuing the Doctorate of Ministry, I had considered myself to be called
by God as a pastor, not as an evangelist. I saw my job as caring for the members and
helping them grow as Christians. I would bring in outside evangelists to do an
evangelistic event for the churches. Over the last four years, my ministry has completely
changed to focus all events on evangelism. I see my main role as training the church
members to be evangelists in their own lives and, my secondary goal, to be an evangelist
myself. Evangelism has become the central focus of my ministry, with every program
working to fulfill the Great Commission Jesus gave his disciples in Matthew 28:18-20.
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This has manifested itself in a yearly church calendar that includes interest-gathering
events, development events, and decision-making events.
The constant deadlines have helped me to form regular study habits. I have
always enjoyed learning and would take advantage of any conference I could attend to
continue my education. I previously rarely read books that would contribute to
professional development. I have now set aside time in my week for professional
development that I plan on keeping after I finish this degree. I already have a list of books
I am waiting to read. Taking time to improve myself professionally is a highlight of my
week.
Constant exposure to academic writing has changed my whole thought-process
when it comes to my own writing. I no longer start with the introduction and write
through to the conclusion, without first giving thought to the flow of the paper.
Exposure to academic writing has also helped in sermon preparation. Being able
to understand statistics and surveys has kept me from including less credible sources in
my sermons. There have been many times where I have heard about a study, checked the
source to interpret the results for myself, and rejected it due to errors or discrepancies.
My ministry is unrecognizable from four years ago. I have changed from a babysitter of the saints to an equipper for member ministry. While some growth would be
expected, the pursuit of this degree has advanced my ministry exponentially.
Recommendations
I recommend that the training program and implementation be further developed
to be more effective in gaining decisions for Christ. Improvements can be made from the
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study of literature through to the evaluation of the completed intervention. The following
recommendations will be implemented in subsequent years.
This project had a very narrow scope in heavily biasing current literature. Gaining
decisions is not just something that began 10 years ago; therefore, this program could be
strengthened by a deeper study of older literature. A further study will focus specifically
on the methodology used to get decisions for membership.
The training seminar can be improved by providing video recordings of each
module. The original plan was to record the seminars for those not in attendance. After
the first recording failed and an alternate review session seemed to have positive
outcomes, the method of informing absent participants changed. There were benefits to
personal review as questions could be answered and clarifications made; however, having
participants a week behind on tasks hindered their implementation, requiring them to do
two weeks of work in one. The training seminar will be recorded in a studio so that it is
available to participants before they miss a meeting. The next implementation will
attempt a second option, requiring perfect attendance with a contract agreement to get
more committed participants.
The duration of implementation for this intervention was six months, which was
too short to adequately move acquaintances into community relationships that lead to
decisions for membership. Participants have busy lives and cannot focus every minute of
the day on evangelism, which slowed the whole process down. Currently, the groups are
still meeting and participants are still moving friends closer to community. Future
implementation should include year-long goals and refreshers to keep the participants
involved in the process. The focus needs to be on a long-term investment of time.
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A more effective method of evaluating the outcomes needs to be developed that
takes into consideration the slower process of friendship evangelism. Surveys that are
given at the beginning of the seminar also need to be given at the end of the training
before implementation, as well as at the end of the year. There is also a need for betterformulated, more appropriate questions that can be measured and are less subjective.
Participants need an identification number that allows them to remain anonymous on the
surveys, yet allows the evaluator to correlate all three surveys to one individual for
accurate comparison.
Conclusion
Positive decisions for membership are possible when church members ask their
friends to join the church and ask in a variety of ways. The process of research and
implementation over the last seven years has radically changed my ministry and further
developed my professional life. There will never be an end to the improvements that can
be made to the intervention as new information will always surface. The goal is to
continue to refine the training seminar with knowledge gained over time. Is this
reproducible in other churches? I believe it is, and I encourage readers to try the training
seminar in their own context, training their own members to ask others for a commitment
to membership.
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APPENDIX A

VERBAL ANNOUNCEMENT

“May 21 will start the beginning of the Friendship Witnessing training program.
This is a four-week program that will train members how to witness to their friends. The
morning sermon will introduce the topic then there will be a training seminar in the
afternoon beginning at 2:00. This is part of my doctoral project and I am looking for
volunteers who are interested in attending then implementing the training. Anyone is
welcome to attend the training seminar. Those who do volunteer will be asked to apply
what they have learned through December this year. Participants who volunteer can stop
at any time without any reason. If you would like more information please see me after
the service.”
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APPENDIX B

CONSENT FORM

Andrews University
INFORMED CONSENT FORM
I am conducting a research study as part of my Doctor of Ministry project, in partial
fulfillment for my Doctorate of Ministry at Andrews University, Berrien Springs,
Michigan. Your participation in this study is greatly appreciated.
Research Title: A Strategy To Get Decisions for Membership Through Personal
Evangelism Of The Members At Middletown Valley Seventh-Day Adventist Church
Purpose of Study: The purpose of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of a fourweek friendship-witnessing program.
Duration of participation in study: I understand that the friendship-witnessing program
will last four weeks and then there will be a time of implementation from June to
December. I also understand that I will be required to complete a survey, which will take
approximately 10 minutes of my time
Benefits: Participants will discover Biblical methods for witnessing to friends.
Risks: There are no foreseeable risks to participants during this study.
Voluntary Participation: I have been informed that my participation in this study is
completely voluntary. I am aware that there will be no penalty or loss of benefits I'm
entitled to if I decide to cancel my participation in this study. And that there will be no
cost to me for participating in this study
Confidentiality: I understand that the surveys given during this study will be
anonymous. I also understand that my identity in this study will not be disclosed in any
published document. And that researcher will keep the records in a locked safe or on a
password protected computer.
Contact: I am aware that I can contact the supervisor of Joshua Voigt (Ron Clouzet,
clouzet@andrews.edu) or myself at 410-591-7273 or jwvoigt@gmail.com for answers to
questions related to this study. I can also contact the Institutional Review Board at
Andrews University at (269) 471-6361 or irb@andrews.edu.
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I have read the contents of this Consent and received verbal explanations to questions I
had. My questions concerning this study have been answered satisfactorily. I hereby give
my voluntary consent to participate in this study. I am fully aware that if I have any
additional questions I can contact Joshua Voigt at jwvoigt@gmail.com, or advisor.
In the unlikely event of injury resulting from this research, Andrews University is
not able to offer financial compensation nor to absorb the costs of medical
treatment. However, assistance will be provided to research subjects in obtaining
emergency treatment and professional services that are available to the community
generally at nearby facilities. My signature below acknowledges my consent to
voluntarily participate in this research project. Such participation does not release
the investigator(s), sponsor(s) or granting agency(ies) from their professional and
ethical responsibility to me.
_____________________________
________________________
Signature
(Subject)
Date

_____________________
Researcher Signature

______________________ _______________
Phone
Date
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APPENDIX C

SURVEYS

FRIENDSHIP WTINESSING BASELINE SURVEY

Please circle the answer that best describes you. Do not put your name or any identifying
marks on this survey. When finished place survey in the envelope provided.
1. How many Days per week do you read your Bible?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
2. How many times per day do you pray?
1. I do not pray
2. Once a day
3. 2-3 times a day
4. 4-6 times a day
5. 7-10 times a day
6. 11 or more times a day
3. On average how many people per day do you talk with about the Bible, God, or
salvation?
1. I do not talk with people about the Bible, God, or salvation
2. One a day
3. 2-3 people a day
4. 4-6 people a day
5. 7-10 people a day
6. 11 or more people a day
4. How many Bible Studies have you given?
1. None

2. One

3. 2-5
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4. 5-10

5. 11 or more

FRIENDSHIP WTINESSING FINAL SURVEY

Please circle the answer that best describes you. Do not put your name or any identifying
marks on this survey. When finished place survey in the envelope provided.
1. How many Days per week do you read your Bible?
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
2. How many times per day do you pray?
1. I do not pray
2. Once a day
3. 2-3 times a day
4. 4-6 times a day
5. 7-10 times a day
6. 11 or more times a day
3. On average how many people per day do you talk with about the Bible, God, or
salvation?
1. I do not talk with people about the Bible, God, or salvation
2. One a day
3. 2-3 people a day
4. 4-6 people a day
5. 7-10 people a day
6. 11 or more people a day
4. How many Bible Studies have you given?
1. None

2. One

3. 2-5

4. 5-10

5. 11 or more

5. Do you feel your spiritual life has improved because of this program? YES NO
6. Did your friendships move to a different stage (Acquaintance, Friend, Bonded
Relationship, Community)? YES NO
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APPENDIX D
“KEYNOTE SLIDES”

OVERCOMING FEAR

(Slide 1)

(Slide 2)

(Slide 3)

(Slide 4)

(Slide 5)

(Slide 6)
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(Slide 7)
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FRIENDSHIP WITNESSING-COMMUNITY

(Slide 1)

(Slide 2)

(Slide 3)

(Slide 4)

(Slide 5)

(Slide 6)
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(Slide 7)

(Slide 8)

(Slide 9)

(Slide 10)

(Slide 11)

(Slide 12)
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(Slide 13)

(Slide 14)

(Slide 15)
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GAINING DECISIONS FOR CHRIST

(Slide 1)

(Slide 2)

(Slide 3) (Slide 4)

(Slide 5)

(Slide 6)
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